SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
‘The Council and Staff of the Shire of Boddington, in partnership with the community,
are committed to operating effectively and efficiently to provide quality
lifestyle opportunities that encourage population growth and development’

MINUTES
For The
Ordinary Meeting Of Council
To Be Held At
5 PM, TUESDAY 14TH DECEMBER 2010
at the
Shire of Boddington Council Chambers
at 39 Bannister Road Boddington

DISCLAIMER

No responsibility whatsoever is implied or accepted by the Shire of Boddington for any act,
omission or statement or intimation occurring during Council/Committee meetings or during
formal/informal conversations with staff. The Shire of Boddington disclaims any liability for
any loss whatsoever and howsoever caused arising out of reliance by any person or legal
entity on any such act, omission or statement or intimation occurring during
Council/Committee meetings or discussions. Any person or legal entity who acts or fails to
act in reliance upon any statement does so at that person‘s or legal entity‘s own risk.
In particular and without derogating in any way from the broad disclaimer above, in any
discussion regarding any planning application or application for a licence, any statement or
limitation of approval made by a member or officer of the Shire of Boddington during the
course of any meeting is not intended to be and is not taken as notice or approval from the
Shire of Boddington. The Shire of Boddington warns that anyone who has an application
lodged with the Shire of Boddington must obtain and only should rely on WRITTEN
CONFIRMATION of the outcome of the application, and any conditions attaching to the
decision made by the Shire of Boddington in respect of the application.
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Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of the Shire of Boddington held on
th
Tuesday 14 December 2010

1

DECLARATION OF OPENING:

The Shire President, Cr Carrotts, declared the meeting open at 5.04 pm.

2

ATTENDANCE/APOLOGIES/LEAVE OF ABSENCE:

Cr PR Carrotts
Cr DN Veitch
Cr EK Hoek
Cr GJ Day
Cr SW Patten
Cr A J Hardie

President
Deputy President

Mr G Sherry
Mrs C Martin
Mr P Haas
Mr S Thompson
Mr T Pearson
Mrs Anthea Patten
Mr G Brown
Ms J Caldwell

Chief Executive Officer
Director of Corporate Services
Principal Environmental Health Officer/Building Surveyor
Planning Consultant
Director Special Projects
Community Development Officer
Works Manager
Administration Assistant

APOLOGIES:
Cr GJ Day

LEAVE OF ABSENCE:
Cr J R Allert

VISITORS:
Mr K Noonan
Mrs E Noonan
Mr N Crilly
Mr F Waite
Mr H Pucar
Mrs J Pucar

3

DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL INTEREST:

Cr Patten declared a Financial Interest in Item 8.6.1 in that he jointly owns property that he
leases to a tenderer.
Cr Carrotts declared a Financial Interest in Item 8.6.1 in that he jointly owns property that
he leases to a tenderer.
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Mr Sherry declared an Impartiality Interest in Item 8.6.1 in that his sister-in-law works for
one of the tenderers, Avon Waste of York.
Cr Veitch declared a Proximity Interest in Agenda item 8.1.1. Cr Veitch declared a Proximity
Interest in item 8.1.1 in that he owns property adjoining Lot 4, Forty Hollow Road.

4

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME:

4.1.1

Boddington Waste Disposal Site

Mr Crilly asked what Council would accept as proof of the weight of rubbish to be received at
the Boddington Waste Disposal Site.
Cr Carrotts advised that a docket from an accredited weighbridge was sufficient.
Mr Crilly asked if any ratepayer could deposit waste in such a manner or only for selected rate
payers.
Cr Carrotts advised that any resident or business who could provide a weighbridge docket for
waste received could deposit waste in this manner at the Boddington Waste Disposal Site.
Mr Crilly asked about the financial effects of the decision of Council to charge by the tonne. Mr
Crilly believed that Council would be significantly worse off.
Mr Sherry advised that Council had anticipated waste collection receipts to fall. This reduction
was based on an over estimation and therefore overcharging of some types of waste previously
received at the the Boddington Waste Disposal Site. While the size of waste received from
households in a trailer or from businesses in a defined size skip could be accurately measured,
this was not the case for waste received in a compactor truck where the waste is not visible.
Therefore previously Council measured the number of bins collected by the compactor truck in
charging for waste received, and this over estimate the size of the waste received.
Mr Crilly asked about the accreditation required of Council employees to receive liquid sewerage
waste at the Boddington Waste Disposal Site.
Cr Carrotts took that question on notice.
Mr Crilly asked about the policy of Council to allow access to the Boddington Waste Disposal
Site for contractors to unload waste out of hours.
Mr Sherry advised that this operation was put in place by Council in an attempt to maximize the
services provided to the community. Council did not have the resources to have staff supervise
the Boddington Waste Disposal Site for more time than what is currently provided. Therefore if
Council was to not allow out of hours access, this would significantly impact on the local
businesses whose operations require significant amounts of access to the site and also residents
who use the services of such businesses.
Currently Council provides access to only those business who provide a local service that
requires considerable access to the access to the Boddington Waste Disposal Site. Council
charges a sizeable fee for this access and all of the contractors know that continued access is
reliant on meeting Council’s conditions of use.
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4.1.2

Restructure of Council‘s Works Operations

Mr Crilly asked about the need for the restructure of Council’s Works Operations and whether
there were other methods, such as individual supervision, for achieving similar outcomes. Mr
Crilly’s concerns related to the expense of redundancy packages, the fact it was carried out
without notice and before Christmas.
Cr Carrotts reiterated that the restructure was designed to improve Council’s operations and was
not a sacking of employees as was insinuated. With the decision to use contractors to complete
major works, Council had only 5 places on the restructured Works Crew. All employees were
offered the option of applying for one of these newly created positions or accepting a redundancy
package. Four employees submitted applications for the five new positions and four accepted a
redundancy package.
Mr Sherry advised that:


The conditions of the redundancy packages were set by the employees award conditions
and not by Council. Employees also received their leave entitlements for which Council
had allocated reserve funds. It was considered that the move to contractors would recover
the cost of this redundancy over time; and



The employees were advised of Council’s decision immediately after it was taken. It
would have been much more difficult for the employees to be aware that Council was
considering the matter at some time in the future and be left totally uncertain about their
future employment just prior to Christmas.

4.1.3

Twin Bridges Place

Mr Noonan thanked Council for the recent prompt maintenance/replacement of guide posts on
Twin Bridges Place. Mr Noonan then asked if Council could review the areas of Twin Bridges
Place and Crossman Road intersection where edges breaking away
Cr Carrotts advised that Council staff would inspect the road and consider action that was
appropriate.
Mr K Noonan, Mrs E Noonan and Mr F Waite left the room at 5.21pm.

5

PETITIONS/ DEPUTATIONS/ PRESENTATIONS/
SUBMISSIONS:

Nil
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6

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES:

6.1.1

Ordinary Meeting of Council Held On 23rd November 2010

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 6.1.1
Council Resolution

194/10

Moved

Cr Veitch

That the minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 23 rd November 2010 be
confirmed as a true record of proceedings.
Seconded

7

Cr Hardie

Carried

5/0

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY PRESIDING MEMBER WITHOUT
DISCUSSION:

Nil
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8

REPORTS OF OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES:

8.1

PLANNING CONSULTANT:

Cr Veitch declared a Proximity Interest in item 8.1.1 in that he owns property adjoining Lot
4, Forty Hollow Road and left the Chambers at 5.22pm.
Proposed Ancillary Accommodation – Lot 4 Forty Hollow Road (off Lower
Hotham Road), Lower Hotham

8.1.1

Location:
Applicant:
File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Attachments

Lot 4 Forty Hollow Road (off Lower Hotham Road), Lower Hotham
Wayne Holmes
A137
Nil
7 December 2010
Steve Thompson
8.1.1A Location Plan
8.1.1B Information from Applicant
8.1.1C Submissions

Summary
Conditional Planning Approval is recommended for an ancillary accommodation unit
at Lot 4 Forty Hollow Road (off Lower Hotham Road), Lower Hotham for a temporary
period.
Background
The applicant seeks planning approval for Ancillary Accommodation (small temporary
building - often referred to as a ―granny flat‖) for the applicant‘s elderly mother. The site‘s
location is set out in Attachment 8.1.1A and details provided by the applicant are outlined in
Attachment 8.1.1B.
Relevant details relating to the site and the application include:


Lot 4 is 50.1892 hectares in area and contains one dwelling;



the site is zoned ―Rural‖ in the Shire of Boddington Local Planning Scheme No. 2
(LPS2) where ―Ancillary Accommodation‖ is a use not listed in the Zoning Table.
Clause 3.2.5 of LPS2 states:
―If the use of land for a particular purpose is not specifically mentioned in the
Zoning Table and cannot reasonably be determined as falling within the
interpretation of one of the use categories the Council may:
(a)

determine that the use is consistent with the objectives and purposes of the
particular zone and is therefore permitted; or

(b)

determine that the proposed use may be consistent with the objectives and
purpose of the zone and thereafter follow the ‗SA‘ procedures of Clause
6.3 in considering an application for planning approval; or
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(c)

determine that the use is not consistent with the objectives and purposes of
the particular zone and is therefore not permitted.‖



Scheme Amendment No. 29 (omnibus text amendment) proposes to introduce the use
of Ancillary Accommodation into the Zoning Table and into Appendix 1 –
Interpretations. In particular, Ancillary Accommodation is proposed as an ―AA‖ use in
the Rural Zone. This means that the use is not permitted unless the Council has
granted planning approval;



the Shire invited written comment from adjoining/nearby landowners along with
relevant State Government agencies and BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd
(Worsley). Two submissions were received and they both raised no objections. The
submissions are set out in Attachment 8.1.1C;



the site is within the Lower Valley Precinct of the Local Planning Strategy and within
the Bauxite Mining Buffer. A Development and Land Management Guideline relevant
to this planning application states:
―Given the importance of the mining industry to the Shire, only development that
will not prejudice the future development of mining or associated activities will be
permitted within identified Mineral Resource Protection Areas or adjacent
buffers. No additional dwelling rights will be supported within the Mineral
Resource Protection Areas or adjacent buffers.‖



the property is predominantly cleared, including that the area subject to the proposed
ancillary accommodation unit is cleared; and



the temporary transportable structure is 61.32m2 in area and is proposed to be located
90 metres from the existing dwelling on the property.

The Council, at its meeting on 2 November 2010 resolved That Council:
1.

support the public release of draft Planning Policy 13 – Ancillary Accommodation,
outlined in Attachment 8.1.2B, and require the draft policy to be publicly advertised in
accordance with the requirements set out in the Shire of Boddington Local Planning
Scheme No. 2 for a period of six weeks; and

2.

will reconsider draft Planning Policy 13 – Ancillary Accommodation following the close
of the public submission period and will determine whether or not to adopt the policy
with or without modification.

Draft Planning Policy is out for community and stakeholder comment until 20 December
2010.
Comment
A) Overview
Following assessment against LPS2, considering the views of the submitters, and other
available information, it is concluded the ancillary accommodation unit is conditionally
appropriate for this site and area. Accordingly, it is recommended that Council approve the
planning application subject to conditions.
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The planning application has merit for reasons given:





the temporary use is appropriate for the site and area (including with the nearby mining
operations);
the proposal is generally consistent with the Council‘s draft Ancillary Accommodation
Policy;
the need is genuine to enable the family to care for an elderly relative; and
no objections have been raised.

B) Planning considerations
Planning considerations with the planning application include:


the site is within the bauxite mining buffer. As Councillors are aware, the Local
Planning Strategy seeks to minimise new development within the mining buffer.
Significantly, the Department of Mines and Petroleum (and Worsley) do not object to
the application and accordingly this issue is considered to be appropriately addressed.
A temporary ancillary accommodation unit is considered appropriate in the mining
buffer. As a comparison, it is noted the Council issued a temporary planning approval
for the construction camp for Texcom in the bauxite mining buffer. Contrasting the
above, the Local Planning Strategy highlights there is no support for a permanent
second/multiple dwelling within the buffer (possibly unless it was replacing an existing
approved dwelling);



size of building. Draft Planning Policy No. 13 sets a maximum size of 60m2, while the
applicant proposes a building with a floorspace of 61.32m2. This is a minor variation to
a policy that has not yet been finalised;



setback from dwelling. Draft Planning Policy No. 13 outlines a setback of 50 metres
between the dwelling and the ancillary accommodation unit in the Rural Zone while the
applicant proposes a setback of 90 metres. This is considered appropriate given the
dwelling and ancillary accommodation are not in a visually prominent location on a
regional road. Additionally, the siting and location of the ancillary accommodation unit
is consistent with a principal planning objective in rural areas to maintain agriculture
practices and the rural landscape; and



road upgrading. It is suggested there is no requirement for a developer contribution
given traffic generation from the site will not increase through approval and
implementation of the ancillary accommodation unit. Correspondently, it is suggested
that the Council should highlight that conditional planning approval does not imply that
the Shire will upgrade Forty Hollow Road.

C) Temporary approval
The applicant seeks a temporary approval and will transport the structure from the property
when the accommodation unit is not longer required.
Section 6.6.4 of LPS2 states ―Where the Council grants planning approval, the Council may
impose conditions limiting the period of time for which the development is permitted.‖
It is suggested the planning approval should be limited until the accommodation is no longer
required, subject to it not being greater than a 5 year period. Should Council approve this
current application (for a temporary period), the applicant will need to submit a new
application should the use be proposed to be extended beyond this period.
Strategic Implications
The site is within 1,200 metre buffer of the Priority Bauxite Area.
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Statutory Environment
Planning and Development Act and LPS2.
Policy Implications
Draft Planning Policy 13 Ancillary Accommodation is out for comment until 20 December
2010.
Financial Implications - Nil
Economic Implications
There could be cost savings for families to provide an Ancillary Accommodation unit rather
than extend an existing residence or provide/maintain a separate residence.
Social Implications
The proposed development is considered compatible with adjoining and nearby
development.
The ancillary accommodation unit should assist the applicant care for their aged/dependent
relative in a family environment.
This may be preferable, for instance, than an
aged/dependent person being required to move into a community institution at cost to the
community and without the personal level of care in a family environment.
Environmental Considerations
The application does not raise environmental issues.
Consultation
The planning application was publicly advertised by the Shire administration and two
submissions were received which both raised no objections.
Options
The Council can:
1.
2.
3.
4.

approve with no conditions;
approve with conditions;
refuse (giving reasons); or
defer.

Voting Requirements - Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.1.1
MOTION

Moved

Cr Hardie

That Council approve the Planning Application for an Ancillary Accommodation unit at Lot
4 Forty Hollow Road (off Lower Hotham Road) Lower Hotham subject to the following
conditions:
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1.

This approval is valid only to 14 December 2013;

2.

The Ancillary Accommodation unit is to be removed from the property following the
expiration of its need or no later than 14 December 2013;

3.

The Ancillary Accommodation unit is only to be occupied by aged/dependent or other
persons related to the occupier of the main residence/dwelling on Lot 4 Forty Hollow
Road;

4.

The development hereby approved must be carried out in accordance with the plans and
specifications submitted with the application (addressing all conditions) or otherwise
amended by the Council and shown on the approved plan and these shall not be altered
and/or modified without the prior knowledge and written consent of the Council;

5.

The development is provided with a potable water supply to the satisfaction of the
Council prior to occupation;

6.

The development is provided with a wastewater disposal system to the satisfaction of
the Council prior to occupation; and

7.

A Building Protection Zone (low fuel area) is maintained at all times around the
Ancillary Accommodation unit to the satisfaction of the Council.

Advice
A)

The proponent is advised that this Planning Approval is not a Building Licence. A
Building Licence must be formally applied for and obtained before the commencement
of any site and/or development works.

B)

The proponent is advised that the approved development must comply with all relevant
provisions of the Health Act, 1911 (as Amended) and the Building Code of Australia.

C)

In relation to Condition 1, a new planning application must be submitted and
subsequently gained prior to the expiry of this period in order for the approved use to
continue operating.

D)

The Council highlights that the issuing of the conditional planning approval does not
imply that the Shire will upgrade Forty Hollow Road.

E)

The site is within a bauxite mining buffer and the area will be subject to future mining
activities.

F)

Part 14 of the Planning & Development Act 2005 provides the right to apply to the State
Administrative Tribunal for review of some planning decisions and you may wish to take
professional advice to determine whether or not such a right exists in the present instance.
The State Administrative Tribunal Rules 2004 require that any such applications for
review be lodged with the Tribunal within 28 days of the date on which notice of the
decision is given.

Seconded

Cr Patten
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AMENDMENT

Moved

Cr Hoek

That:
1.

point 1 be amended from “to 14 December 2013” to „to Mrs Rae Holmes”; and

2.

Advice, point C) be removed.

Seconded

Cr Patten

Carried

4/0

Moved

Cr Hardie

The Amendment became the Motion.

Council Resolution

195/10

That Council approve the Planning Application for an Ancillary Accommodation unit at Lot
4 Forty Hollow Road (off Lower Hotham Road) Lower Hotham subject to the following
conditions:
1.

This approval is valid only to Mrs Rae Holmes;

2.

The Ancillary Accommodation unit is to be removed from the property following the
expiration of its need or no later than 14 December 2013;

3.

The Ancillary Accommodation unit is only to be occupied by aged/dependent or other
persons related to the occupier of the main residence/dwelling on Lot 4 Forty Hollow
Road;

4.

The development hereby approved must be carried out in accordance with the plans and
specifications submitted with the application (addressing all conditions) or otherwise
amended by the Council and shown on the approved plan and these shall not be altered
and/or modified without the prior knowledge and written consent of the Council;
The development is provided with a potable water supply to the satisfaction of the
Council prior to occupation;

5.

6.

The development is provided with a wastewater disposal system to the satisfaction of
the Council prior to occupation; and

7.

A Building Protection Zone (low fuel area) is maintained at all times around the
Ancillary Accommodation unit to the satisfaction of the Council.

Advice
A)

The proponent is advised that this Planning Approval is not a Building Licence. A
Building Licence must be formally applied for and obtained before the commencement
of any site and/or development works.

B)

The proponent is advised that the approved development must comply with all relevant
provisions of the Health Act, 1911 (as Amended) and the Building Code of Australia.

D)

The Council highlights that the issuing of the conditional planning approval does not
imply that the Shire will upgrade Forty Hollow Road.
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E)

The site is within a bauxite mining buffer and the area will be subject to future mining
activities.

F)

Part 14 of the Planning & Development Act 2005 provides the right to apply to the State
Administrative Tribunal for review of some planning decisions and you may wish to take
professional advice to determine whether or not such a right exists in the present instance.
The State Administrative Tribunal Rules 2004 require that any such applications for
review be lodged with the Tribunal within 28 days of the date on which notice of the
decision is given.

Seconded

Cr Patten

Carried

4/0

Mr Sherry left the Chambers at 5.26pm.
Cr Veitch entered the Chambers at 5.27pm.
Mr Sherry entered the Chambers at 5.28pm.
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Draft Planning Policy No. 14 – Signs and Advertisements: Submitted for
final adoption

8.1.2

File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Attachments:

ADM 0539
Nil
7 December 2010
Steve Thompson
8.1.2A Planning Policy No. 14 - Signs and Advertisements
8.1.2B Council‘s current sign policies
8.1.2C Submissions

Summary
The purpose of this report is to seek Council final adoption for a planning policy
relating to signs and advertisements.
Background
This report sets out the public consultation outcomes and seeks Council‘s final adoption of
Planning Policy No. 14 Signs and Advertisements. The recommended adopted version of
the policy is set out in Attachment 8.1.2A and incorporates amendments from the version
that was publicly advertised. Recommended amendments are outlined in ―highlight‖ or
―strikeout‖.
Council Policy 02.12 Interim Sign Local Law is set out in Attachment 8.1.2B. This policy is
not comprehensive. Additionally, this policy is not a formal planning policy made under
section 9.6 of the Shire of Boddington Local Planning Scheme No. 2 (LPS2). Council‘s other
policy on signs is an engineering policy 07.2 Business Signs – Provision of. This is provided
in Attachment 8.1.2B. This policy is also not a formal planning policy.
By way of background, the Council at its meeting on 12th October 2010 resolved the
following:
That Council:
1.

support the public release of draft Planning Policy 14 – Signs and Advertisements
outlined in Attachment 8.1.2B, and require the draft policy to be publicly advertised in
accordance with the requirements set out in the Shire of Boddington Local Planning
Scheme No. 2 for a period of six weeks;

2.

will reconsider draft Planning Policy 14 – Signs and Advertisements following the close
of the public submission period and will determine whether or not to adopt the policy
with or without modification;

3.

will separately consider the provision, funding, maintenance and management of
signage for local businesses associated with visitor information at the truck turning bay
on Bannister-Marradong Road (south of the Boddington townsite) and at the
information bay near the Bannister Road/Crossman Road intersection; and

4.

will separately consider the provision and funding of a directional sign near Farmers
Avenue/Bannister Road to the industrial estate on Farmers Avenue/Assay Terrace.
In accordance with the Council resolution, the Shire administration consulted
extensively for a 6 week period through:



writing to and inviting comments from relevant stakeholders and government agencies;
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placing public notices in local papers on multiple occasions;
placing details on the Shire of Boddington website; and
having information available at the Shire office.

The Shire received three submissions on the draft policy and these are provided in
Attachment 8.1.2C. The submissions were received from State Government agencies and
they raise no objections.
Comment
A) Overview
It is suggested that the Council is now in a position to finally adopt Planning Policy No. 14 –
Signs and Advertisements. It is recommended that Council adopts the version as set out in
Attachment 8.1.2A which is slightly amended from the advertised version. The modifications
incorporate the advice of Main Road Western Australia, while the majority of modifications
are made by the Shire administration to increase clarity on various points.
Considering the extensive consultation that occurred on the draft policy, which resulted in 3
submissions (none raising objections), it can only be assumed that there is no objection to
the policy.
The planning policy seeks to balance the provision of legitimate and appropriate signage,
while minimising the adverse impacts of signs on the amenity of the municipality. If signs
are not appropriately controlled, it is suggested that signage could have a major impact on
the amenity of the municipality, particularly in relation to roadside advertising.
B) Third party signage
A key issue raised in the report to Council on 12th October 2010 and in the policy are signs
on ―third party‖ properties (signs on properties where the business is not operating from).
The advertised and suggested final policy, in part, states:
―Generally, signs should be located on land or buildings on which is conducting a
business or profession which the sign relates. The Council may, following appropriate
justification from a proponent, consider signs on ―third party‖ freehold properties.
Generally, this will be:




for a temporary period (typically 6 – 12 months) following which the signs are to be
removed;
for a recently established local business or a local business (based in the Shire of
Boddington) which will shortly commence operating; and
limited to one sign for the business which is no greater than 4m2 in area.‖

It is suggested the Council has three key options for third party signage:




adopt the above approach that seeks to balance commercial and amenity
considerations. No objections have been raised to this approach from the community
or stakeholders;
not permit signs on third party land - this is administratively straight forward and will
promote greater amenity; or
support increased opportunities for signage – this is likely to be inconsistent with
many of the policy objectives and may lead to a proliferation of signs. This option is
not supported.
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It is suggested there is a need to promote a fair and equitable approach for business owners
and operators and not to penalise businesses who have located in the Boddington town
centre or on a major road. These businesses have paid for greater exposure (especially in
the Boddington town centre). It is suggested that businesses located in other areas, which
have lower passing trade, cannot expect to receive planning approval for large permanent
signs on land where the business is not operating.
C)

Directional signs

Attachment 8.1.2A sets out recommended changes to section 7.14 of the policy on
directional signs. The changes seek to build on current Council Policy 07.02 Business Signs
– Provision of (outlined in Attachment 8.1.2B) and provide increased guidance. It is
suggested that priority for directional signs is given to emergency services, then community
groups and last to businesses.
D)

Deleting existing Council sign policies

It is recommended that current Council policies 02.12 Interim Sign Local Law and 07.2
Business Signs – Provision of be rescinded given they are now considered superfluous.
E)

Non compliant signs

Sections 7.16, 7.17 & 7.18 of the policy outline the recommended approach to non-compliant
and poorly maintained signs.
It is proposed that the Shire administration will progressively investigate and seek
compliance. Given there are a considerable number of signs that legally require planning
approval (some signs are exempt as outlined in Attachment A of the policy), and there are
typically more pressing statutory and strategic planning considerations, research and
compliance will be an on-going consideration.
F)

Provision of community and business signage/information

As outlined in the report to Council on 12th October 2010, it is suggested that the Council will
need to consider the provision, funding, on-going maintenance and management of:





signs for local businesses at the truck turning bay;
signs for local businesses at the information bay near the Bannister Road/Crossman
Road intersection;
a directional sign near Farmers Avenue/Bannister Road to the industrial estate on
Farmers Avenue/Assay Terrace; and
a directional sign near Gold Mine Road/Bannister-Marradong Road to the proposed
industrial estate on Gold Mine Road (following the subdivision been created).

It is suggested that the Council consider allocating funds in the Shire of Boddington‘s
2011/12 Budget to contribute to funding the first three signs outlined above. A directional
sign for the industrial estate on Gold Mine Road can be installed following subdivision.
Strategic Implications
The policy, if adopted, will assist:



the decision-making of the Council and the Shire administration;
to inform applicants/landowners of Council requirements; and
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to raise community and stakeholder awareness.

Statutory and Policy Environment
Planning and Development Act and LPS2. Section 9.6 of LPS2 provides the ability to
prepare, amend or rescind a Planning Policy.
Policy Implications
These are addressed in this report and in the attached policy. Finalisation of the policy will
increase certainty for everyone with an interest in the matter and should assist in more
consistent decision making.
Financial Implications
There were costs to the Shire in advertising the draft policy.
The Planning Application fee for a sign in 2010/11 is $132.
There are costs should the Council agree to provide signs for local businesses at the truck
turning bay and at the information bay, along with directional signs to the industrial areas.
Economic Implications
Signs can have various functions, which can for instance depend on whether the sign is for
commercial or community purposes. Commercially, signs are typically designed to
attract/direct customers to a business. This, in-turn, can assist to generate additional
economic returns and/or job creation.
Social Implications
Signage can be both useful and distracting to the general community. Controlling signage
will ensure the number, content, public safety and location of signage is maintained in the
best interests of the community.
Environmental Considerations
The policy does not raise key environmental issues, subject to proponents not proposing to
locate signs in areas containing remnant native vegetation.
Consultation
Planning Policy 14 has recently been subject to community and stakeholder consultation.
Options
The Council can:
1.

finally adopt the planning policy without modifications;

2.

finally adopt the planning policy with modifications;

3.

defer consideration of the matter and require additional information; or

4.

not agree to adopt the planning policy.
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Voting Requirements
Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.1.2
Council Resolution

196/10

Moved

Cr Veitch

That Council:
1.

adopt Planning Policy 14 – Signs and Advertisements as set out in Attachment 8.1.2A;

2.

advise submitters of the above and thank them for their input into the process;

3.

rescind Council Policy 02.12 Interim Sign Local Law and 07.2 Business Signs –
Provision of;

4.

consider allocating funds in the Shire of Boddington‟s 2012/12 Budget to provide
signage for local businesses/community groups associated with visitor information at
the truck turning bay on Bannister-Marradong Road (south of the Boddington townsite)
and at the information bay near the Bannister Road/Crossman Road intersection. As
part of this, consideration is required as to whether the Council will seek cost recovery
or an alternative approach for businesses wishing to advertise in these locations;

5.

consider allocating funds in the Shire of Boddington‟s 2012/12 Budget for a directional
sign near Farmers Avenue/Bannister Road to the industrial estate on Farmers
Avenue/Assay Terrace; and

6.

note the Shire administration will progressively seek compliance of the Council‟s Local
Planning Scheme and Planning Policy 14 regarding signs throughout the municipality.

Seconded

Cr Hoek

Carried

5/0

Ms Martin left the Chambers at 5.37pm.
Ms Martin entered the Chambers at 5.38pm.
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DRAFT
SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
PLANNING POLICY No. 14 – SIGNS AND ADVERTISEMENTS
1.

Policy Statement

This Policy sets out Council's position relating to signs and advertisements.
It is Council‘s policy to achieve a balance between the provision of legitimate and
appropriate signage and to minimise the adverse impacts that signs may have on the
amenity, appearance and character of the municipality.
2.

Background and Issues

It is a requirement of the Shire of Boddington Local Planning Scheme No.2 (LPS2) for
various signs to gain planning approval prior to erection, placement or display.
The following is an extract from LPS2:
5.2.1.1 For the purpose of this Scheme, the erection, placement and display of
advertisements and the use of land or buildings for that purpose is
development within the definition of the Act requiring, except as otherwise
provided, the prior approval of the Council.
5.2.1.2 Applications for Council‘s planning approval pursuant to this Part shall be
submitted in accordance with the provisions of Clause 6.2 of the Scheme and
shall be accompanied by a completed Additional Information Sheet in the
form set out at Appendix 10 giving details of the advertisement(s) to be
erected placed or displayed on the land.
3. Definitions
In this Policy, the following definitions apply:
―Advertisement‖ means any word, letter, model, sign, placard, board, notice, device or
representation, whether illuminated or not, in the nature of, and employed wholly or partly for
the purposes of, advertisement, announcement or direction, and includes any hoarding or
similar structure used, or adapted for use, for the display or advertisements. The term
includes any airborne device anchored to any land or building any vehicle or trailer or other
similar object placed or located so as to serve the purpose of advertising.
―Advertiser‖ means any one person or any group comprised of the landowner, occupier,
licensee or other person having an interest in, or drawing benefit from, the display of an
advertisement concerned.
In this Policy, ―signs‖, ―advertisements‖ and ―advertising signs‖ have the same meaning.
4.

Objectives

The objectives of this Policy are to:
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5.

ensure that existing and future signage is maintained at a level which produces a
positive image of the Shire of Boddington;
encourage advertising which complements the natural and urban environment whilst
minimising any negative impacts;
control the erection of signs so as to minimise the proliferation of signs and prevent
visual pollution;
ensure signs do not detract from the streetscape/landscape and the amenity of the
area through controlling the sign‘s size, height, materials, colours and location;
provide further interpretation of LPS2 in the assessment of applications for signs;
set out guidelines that will assist in the regulation and control of signage;
provide increased certainty for advertisers, landowners, the community and others and
to assist in providing greater consistency in decision making by the Council; and
facilitate the effective and timely processing of sign applications where in accordance
with this Policy.
Application of the Policy

This Policy applies to any advertising device proposed to be erected within the municipality
unless it is an ―exempted advertisement‖ as set out in Attachment A of this Policy.
6.

Links to Local Planning Scheme and Other Documents

This Policy relates to various requirements set out in LPS2 including Clause 5.2 requiring
advertisers to submit a Planning Application to the Shire.
7.

Policy Provisions

7.1

Exemptions from the Requirement to Obtain Planning Approval

The Council‘s prior planning approval is not required in respect of those advertisements
listed in Attachment A, which is referred to as ―exempted advertisements‖. The exemptions
listed in Attachment A do not apply to land, buildings, objects, structures and places included
on the Heritage List or within a heritage precinct established or designated under Clause 5.1
of LPS2.
The Council does not require a sign denoting property and/or owner name and/or property
address.
For all other signs, the advertiser is required to submit a Planning Application and gain
approval from the Council prior to the sign/s being erected.
7.2

General

In assessing a Planning Application for a sign, the Council will have regard to matters
including the following:







size, shape, materials, colours, finish, wording, general appearance and location of the
sign;
whether it is illuminated and the presence or rate of flashing lights;
existing number of signs on the site;
pedestrian, cyclist and motorist safety;
the objectives of LPS2;
provisions and requirements of LPS2;
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the character and amenity of the locality within which it is to be displayed, including its
historic or landscape significance;
zoning of the lot;
the amenity of adjacent areas which may be affected and the affect on the
streetscape;
whether the sign is proposed to be temporary or permanent;
written comments from affected landowners and other stakeholders;
adopted Town Centre Design Guidelines or other Building and Landscaping
Guidelines; and
any other circumstance and factor affecting the application in the opinion of the
Council.

Generally, signs should be located on land or buildings on which is conducting a business or
profession which the sign relates. The Council may, following appropriate justification from a
proponent, consider signs on ―third party‖ freehold properties. Generally, this will be:




for a temporary period (typically 6 – 12 months) following which the signs are to be
removed;
for a recently established local business or a local business (based in the Shire of
Boddington) which will shortly commence operating; and
limited to one sign for the business which is no greater than 4m2 in area.

The Council will not support applications for advertisements that, in the opinion of Council,
detract from the aesthetic qualities of an area by virtue of inappropriate size, colour,
illumination and location. Additional to this, the Council will consider the existing number of
signs placed in an area and/or on the building to ensure visual cluttering does not occur.
Generally, the Council does not support signs located on a light pole or power pole unless
associated with a community event. Additionally, for roads managed by Main Roads
Western Australia, the agency does not allow a sign or advertising device to be attached to
existing signs, structures and roadside items including a light/power pole.
The use of vehicles, trailers, and trucks for display or exhibiting of signage will not be
permitted except for special events as approved by Council.
The ―onus of proof‖ rests with the advertiser to justify their Planning Application and
variations to this Policy.
7.3

Prohibited Signs

A person shall not erect, maintain or display a sign that:










will obstruct the view of traffic on a street or public place;
prevents the safe and effective use of a footpath and/or dual use path;
is located in a median strip or roundabout;
can obstruct access to or from a door, fire escape or window, other than a window
designed for the display of goods;
is likely to be confused with, or mistaken for, an official traffic sign;
emits a flashing, intermittent or sequential light;
is situated on a tower, mast, chimneystack, spire, dome or similar architectural feature
or on a superstructure over the main roof of a building;
is situated on a building or structure where the stability of the building or structure is
likely to be affected by the sign;
is free standing sign above a roof;
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is on a tree that is living; and
that contains offensive language or content.

In the Commercial Zone and the area subject to the Town Centre Design Guidelines, the
following will apply:




7.5

signage is contained to the building walls and parapets. No additional structures will
be permitted for signs over roofs or above parapets;
signs are allowed on veranda fronts provided they are no higher than half of the
parapet behind; and
stand alone pylon signs, such as petrol station signs, are acceptable where they are
on, or close to, the front boundary and do not exceed the height or the proposed
building. Active, flashing illuminated or reflective signs are not supported.
Home Business Signs

Permanent signs for home businesses in the Residential, Special Residential, Rural
Residential and Special Use Zones are to be:





associated with the occupation of persons living on the property;
a maximum of 1m2;
constructed of materials and in colours which are complementary to area; and
restricted to the approved business name and not advertise any commercial product.

7.6

Signs in Other Zones

Unless appropriately justified by the advertiser, the The Council will not approve the erection
of signs within the Industrial, Rural Small Holding or Rural Zones of any advertising device
for a service or commodity which is not produced, offered or sold on the lot where the
advertising device is erected.
Unless appropriately justified by the advertiser, the maximum size of a permanent sign in the
Industrial Zone is 15m2, Rural Small Holding Zone is 4m2 and the Rural Zone is 9m2.
7.7

Signs within Road Reserves and on Shire Managed Land

Generally, the Council does not support signs being in road reserves and on Shire managed
land. Exceptions to this are moveable signs (section 7.11 of this Policy), real estate signs
outside of townsites (section 7.12) and directional signs (section 7.14).
Public open space and reserves within the municipality on land managed by the Shire, shall
not be used for the erection of signage except for purposes as approved by Council.
The Council does not support the erection of signage on trees with the road reserve.
The Council will consider signs supporting the sale of locally produced rural produce, in rural
areas, within a road reserve managed by the Shire. The Council will support the erection of a
seasonal signage, to bona fide rural producers, who provide for the sale of produce on an
incidental basis subject to meeting other requirements of this Policy including safety
considerations.
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7.8

Siting Restrictions Near Main Roads and Key Tourist Routes

The Council will generally not permit the siting of advertising signs on or in the vicinity of
main roads and key tourist routes (for this Policy these are Bannister-Marradong Road,
Pinjarra-Williams Road, Albany Highway, Crossman Road, and Crossman-Dwarda Road)
when they provide vistas for the surrounding landscape. The protection of these vistas is
important from a tourism and amenity viewpoint.
The Council may consider the erection of suitable advertising signs near main roads and key
tourist routes where the signs are:




on freehold land; and
located on land or buildings on which the business or profession relates; or
for new business and limited to a temporary period (as outlined in section 7.2).

The Council will require that signs are sited to minimise the impact upon surrounding vistas
and to minimise impacts on the area‘s amenity.
If an advertising sign is deemed to be in conflict with its surrounding environment and will
detrimentally reduce the amenity of the area, then the Council will not support the proposed
sign.
7.9

Signs on Places of Heritage Value

The Council will have regard to the placement of signage on places of heritage value and
buildings listed in a Local Planning Scheme or Municipal Heritage Inventory. Further, the
Council will consider:




the historic appropriateness of the materials;
style design and lettering of the sign; and
whether it is affixed in such a way that it causes no damage to the building and may be
removed without leaving evidence of it having been affixed.

7.10 Temporary Signs for Events and Traffic Management
There is no requirement to submit a Planning Application for signs associated with traffic
management for events. This is subject to signage and the event being undertaken in
accordance with the Traffic Management for Events Code of Practice (or any updates).
There is no requirement to submit a Planning Application for signs to publicise a forthcoming
event subject to the following:




temporary signs are not to be placed on the road reserve, unless it is a directional
sign;
the temporary sign must be removed after the forthcoming event has passed and must
not be displayed for no longer than 8 weeks;
if the Council considers the temporary signs are inappropriate or unsuitable they will
be removed.

While noting the above, Main Roads Western Australia requires approval for any signage in,
or in the vicinity of the road reserve of a declared highway or main road. A written
application is required.
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There is no requirement to submit a Planning Application for signs associated with traffic
management for works on roads. This is subject to signage and works being undertaken in
accordance with the Traffic Management for Works on Roads Code of Practice (or any
updates).
7.11 Moveable Signs
Movable signs are not supported where, in the Council‘s opinion, the sign would obstruct
pedestrian, cyclist or vehicle movements or sightlines or obstruct access or views from any
other premises.
Moveable signs may be supported by the Council where relevant safety and other planning
considerations are suitably met. This is subject to:






any Any moveable sign should typically be located as close as possible to the premises to
which it relates, unless the Council is satisfied that there are circumstances which make this
difficult and that an alternative location has been identified, which is to the satisfaction of
Council;
the The advertiser/operator is required to maintain an appropriate Public Liability Insurance
covering the placement of the moveable sign on the footpath within the Boddington town
centre that indemnifies Council to the satisfaction of Council;
moveable Moveable signs shall only remain in public places while the shop or business is
open for trading; and
moveable Moveable signs within road reserves are to be removed at the close of trading
each trading day.

7.12 Real Estate Signs
No real estate advertising signs will be permitted on road reserves or on Shire controlled
land in and around the Boddington and Ranford townsites in the opinion of the Council.
Real estate advertising signs are to be located on freehold land in and around the
Boddington and Ranford townsites.
The Council will determine the merits of real estate signs in road reserves in rural areas
where they cannot be located on freehold land and they are appropriately located which
promote the safety of motorists. Real estate agents will be responsible for ―Dial before you
dig‖ and avoiding services/infrastructure, with any costs payable to rectify services met by
the real estate agency.
The Shire may remove real estate signs located within road reserves or on Shire controlled
land throughout the municipality without necessary approvals and/or which may create
safety concerns.
7.13 Subdivision/Development Marketing Signs
Subject to other requirements of this Policy being suitably met (including safety
considerations), the Council will support one sign per development up to 3m2 on the
development site.
7.14 Directional Signs
The Council will assess, on its merits, the use of standard directional signs on roads to direct
traffic to emergency services, community groups, businesses or other entities. In approving
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directional signs, the Council will limit one fingerboard sign for the entity at the junction of a
highway or main road indicating the most direct route to the facility.
Generally, the Council will limit the number of directional signs at any intersection or other
location to three (3). Priority for directional signs is given to emergency services, then
community groups and last to businesses.
Generally, the Council will issue approval for directional signs for a maximum of 5 years.
Following this, a separate application (and approval) is required or the sign may be removed.
The Shire may remove the directional sign where the entity is no longer operating or if the
entity has relocated their premises.
The advertiser is responsible for meeting the costs of directional signage, with costs set out
in the Council‘s fees and charges.
The Council will generally support the use of composite/generic signs to remove the need for
separate signs.
Tourist signs may be installed for tourist establishments endorsed by the Department of
Planning or Tourism WA (or the agency responsible for tourism planning).
Where more than one direction sign is required for a particular street junction, then they may
be required to be incorporated into a stack sign structure which will be funded by the various
sign owners. Should there be a request for multiple signs, the Council may require the
installation of a ―generic‖ sign e.g. directing to the industrial estate.
Directional signs should not resemble an official traffic sign.
All lettering shall be white on a blue background for services or white on brown for tourist
attractions. Each individual sign shall be a maximum width of 200mm and length of 1.5
metres.
Tourist signs may be installed for tourist establishments endorsed by the Department of
Planning or Tourism WA (or the agency responsible for tourism planning).
7.15 Main Roads Western Australia
The erection of signs near a highway or main road under the control of Main Roads Western
Australia (MRWA) requires the approval of both the Council and MRWA.
MRWA require approval for any signage in, or in the vicinity of the road reserve of a declared
highway or main road. A written application is required.
The Council does not support signs within road reserves managed by MRWA for reasons
including visual impact and detrimentally impacting the amenity of the area. The Council will
consider, on its merits, signs on adjoining freehold land as set out in this Policy.
7.16 Existing Signs
There is no presumption that any existing sign has an approval from the Council. All signs
will be treated according to this Policy unless the owner of the sign is able to demonstrate
that Council has previously issued approval for that sign.
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7.17 Derelict or Poorly Maintained Signs
Where, in the opinion of the Council, an approved sign has been permitted to deteriorate to a
point where it conflicts with the objectives of LPS2 or it ceases to be effective for the purpose
for which it was erected or displayed, the Council may by notice in writing require the
advertiser to:



repair, repaint or otherwise restore the advertisement to a standard specified by
Council in the notice; or
remove the advertisement.

7.18 Non-Compliance
Should any signs be displayed that do not comply with this Policy, the conditions of the
Planning Approval, or a sign that is erected without approval, the Council may, without
incurring any liability, remove and dispose of the sign. Signs removed may incur a retrieval
fee and may be detained for a period of 3 weeks where this occurs for the first ―offence‖.
Any sign not claimed within 3 weeks may be disposed of for the first offence. For the second
and possible multiple offences, any non-compliant sign may be disposed of immediately.
In addition, the Council may require any sign to be removed if it is of the opinion that it is
offensive, or unsightly or otherwise likely to mar or spoil the locality.
8. Administration
8.1

Matters to be Addressed Prior to Formally Lodging the Application

Proponents are encouraged to discuss proposals that seek to vary Policy requirements with
the Shire administration early on in the planning process and prior to the formal lodgement of
any Planning Application.
8.2

Application Requirements

Planning Applications are to include the following:




the requirements set out in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 of LPS2 which includes a clear
picture/diagram of the sign (incorporating colours, design, measurements); and a clear
site plan (including highlighting existing signs);
filling in the Planning Application form and Additional Information Sheet for
Advertisement Approval; and
payment of the Shire Planning Application fee.

Preferably, the Planning Application is also accompanied by written correspondence which
sets out reasons justifying the proposal.
Should a Planning Approval be issued, it may be necessary for the proponent to submit a
Building Licence Application (which gains necessary approval) prior to undertaking
construction.
8.3

Consultation with Landowners and Stakeholders

The Shire administration may seek comments on any Planning Application as considered
appropriate.
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Where a proposed sign is considered to have the potential to adversely impact on adjoining
and/or nearby landowners, in the opinion of the Shire administration, the Shire will write to
affected landowners/stakeholders of the application and invite them to submit comments to
the Shire.
Where an application for a sign is made that does not comply with the requirements set out
in this Policy, a copy of the application may be referred to adjoining/nearby landowners,
relevant government agencies and stakeholders for comment.
Where a sign adjoins a road managed by MRWA, unless on a building and in conformity with
this Policy, it will be referred to MRWA for comment.
8.4

Assessing the Application

Applications will be assessed on a case by case basis subject to this Policy, LPS2,
information provided by the applicant and any submissions received.
In granting planning approval for the erection or display of an advertising sign, the approval
may include conditions concerning matters such as the location, position, size, shape,
colour, number of existing signs, degree of illumination and length of approval.
Should an application for a sign not comply with requirements of this Policy, the application
may be referred to Council for consideration.
Where objections are received and the objections are not able to be adequately dealt with
through conditions of approval, the application will be referred to Council for determination.
The Council may refuse a Planning Application where the application is inconsistent with this
Policy or LPS2, or based on information set out in any submissions received.
9. Approval Authorisation
Authority to implement the Policy will be delegated to the Chief Executive Officer, other than
as outlined in this Policy.
10.

Final Adoption

Final adoption of the Policy was resolved by Council on 14 December 2010.
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Attachment A - Exempted Advertisements Schedule
LAND USE AND/OR
DEVELOPMENT
REQUIRING
ADVERTISEMENT

EXEMPTED SIGN TYPE AND NUMBER
(Includes the change of posters on
poster signs and applies to nonilluminated signs unless otherwise
stated).

MAXIMUM AREA OF
EXEMPTED SIGN

Dwelling

One professional name-plate as
appropriate.

0.2m

2

Home Occupation

One advertisement describing the nature
of the home occupation.

0.2m

2

Places of Worship, Meeting
Halls and Places of Public
Assembly.

One advertisement detailing the function
and/or the activities of the institution
concerned.

0.2m

2

Shops, Showrooms and
other uses appropriate to a
Shopping Area.

All advertisements affixed to the building
below the top of the awning or, in the
absence of an awning, below a line
measured at 5 metres from the ground
floor level of the building subject to a
compliance with the requirements of the
Sign Hoarding and Bill Posting By-laws.

Industrial and Warehouse
Premises

A maximum of 4 advertisements applied
to or affixed to the walls of the building
but not including signs which project
above the eaves or the ridge of the roof
of the building, and excluding signs
projecting from a building whether or not
those signs are connected to a pole, wall
or other building.

Total area of any
such advertisements
shall not exceed
2
15m .

A maximum of two free-standing
advertisement signs not exceeding 5m in
height above ground level.

Maximum permissible
total area shall not
2
exceed 10m and
individual
advertisement signs
2
shall not exceed 6m .

All signs provided that, in each case, the
advertisement is not visible from outside
the complex or facility concerned either
from other private land or from public
places and streets.

N/A

Showroom, race courses,
major racing tracks, sports
stadia, major sporting
grounds and complexes.

Not applicable
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LAND USE AND/OR
DEVELOPMENT
REQUIRING
ADVERTISEMENT

EXEMPTED SIGN TYPE AND NUMBER
(Includes the change of posters on
poster signs and applies to nonilluminated signs unless otherwise
stated).

MAXIMUM AREA OF
EXEMPTED SIGN

Public Places and Reserves

a)

Advertisement signs (illuminated
and non-illuminated) relating to
the functions of government a
public authority or council of a
municipality excluding those of a
promotional nature constructed
or exhibited by, or on behalf of
any such body, and

N/A

b)

Advertisement signs (illuminated
and non-illuminated) required for
the management or control of
traffic on any public road, car
park, cycleway, railway or
waterway where such
advertisement has been
constructed or exhibited by or at
the direction of a Government
department, public authority or
the Council of a municipality, and

N/A

Advertisements within
Buildings

All advertisements placed or displayed
within buildings which cannot ordinarily
be seen by a person outside of those
buildings.

N/A

All classes of buildings
other than single family
dwellings.

One advertisement sign containing the
name, number and address of the
building, the purpose for which the
building is used or the name and address
of the managing agent thereof.

0.2m

2
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Attachment 8.1.2B

02.12 INTERIM SIGN LOCAL LAW
Policy Statement:
In the absence of a sign local law, Council adopts an interim policy that signs in residential,
rural residential, special residential and rural areas associated with development applications
and occupation of persons living on the site be:
1.
2.
3.

Limited to 1m2,
Constructed of materials and painted in colours which harmonise with the rural
environment,
Restricted to approved business or farm name and not advertise any commercial
product.

This policy specifically does not apply to signs advertising the sale of the property upon
which a sign is located.
Objective:
To control the erection of signs so as to prevent visual pollution.
Resolution No:
Resolution Date:

07.2

59/05
19/04/2005

BUSINESS SIGNS – PROVISION OF

Policy Statement:
That Council will permit requests for business to erect white on blue directional signs
showing the location of their business subject to:
1.
2.

The business paying for the cost of the signs, including any poles brackets;
The business paying for the cost of Council staff to erect the sign.

Objective:
1.
2.

To establish a direction concerning how the costs shall be shared between the
applicant and the Shire.
To remove the necessity for each application to be referred to Council.

Resolution No:
Resolution Date:

59/05
19/04/2005
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Attachment 8.1.2C
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Attachment 8.1.2C
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8.1.3

Proposed closure of a portion of the Days Road Reserve and creation of new
road reserve on Lot 7461

Location:
Applicant:
File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Attachments:

Lot 7461 Days Road, Boddington
Mr Greg Day
R12
Nil
7 December 2010
Steve Thompson
Attachment 8.1.3A Letter from applicant
Attachment 8.1.3B Plans of area
Attachment 8.1.3C Proposed road reserve closure & road reserve creation

Summary
It is recommended that Council initiate a permanent road closure for a portion of the
Days Road reserve and the creation of a new road reserve.
Background
A) Landowner support to address historical anomaly
The landowner of Lot 7461 Days Road (Mr Greg Day) has recently written to the Shire
(Attachment 8.1.3A) agreeing to the closure of a portion of the Days Road reserve and the
creation of a new road reserve. If approved and implemented, this will result in practical and
legal vehicular access for the full length of Days Road.
It is highlighted that the landowner does not wish to seek subdivision at this stage, only to
realign a portion of the Days Road reserve.
B) Council resolutions
The Council has considerable dealings over a long period with local residents and the Day
family regarding the standard, condition and alignment of Days Road and the associated
Days Road River Crossing.
Most recently, the Council at its meeting on 27 April 2010 resolved That Council:
1.

determine that Council staff continue to investigate options to improve the Days Road
River Crossing to provide a safe road crossing during low flow periods of the Hotham
River;

2.

request Staff prepare submissions for Council consideration for inclusion in the
2010/2011 Council budget to construct the Days Road River Crossing to a standard
that provides a safe road crossing during low flow periods of the Hotham River;

3.

move to temporarily close the Days Road River Crossing, section of Days Road closed
until 31 December 2010; and

4.

provide public notice of the temporary closure and invite public submissions as the
closure will exceed 4 weeks.
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C)

Road Alignment

Days Road runs between the Bannister-Marradong Road and Crossman Road. At the
northern end, it runs through broad acre farms, through a large rural lifestyle subdivision,
past the intersection with Castle Rock Road, through another broad acre property, across
the Days Road Hotham River crossing and past another rural lifestyle subdivision to
intersect with Crossman Road.
The current road reserve runs through the middle of Lot 7461, passing very near sheds and
a house and through a dam constructed on the alignment. This poses nuisance, security
and dust issues for the property owners. An aerial photo of the property and an extract of
the Local Planning Strategy are included at Attachment 8.1.3B.
Immediately north of the Hotham River a section of Days Road, nearly 1 kilometre in length,
is not constructed and the Shire does not maintain. Travel on this section of road reserve is
legally permitted, however the unconstructed road is not on the surveyed alignment and for
some sections any vehicle traffic actually travels on private property on Lot 7461.
D)

Rural Lifestyle Subdivision

Historically, the traffic impact and associated legal ramifications were not an issue, however
the development of lifestyle lots along Days Road and Castle Rock Roads nearly 20 years
ago changed this. Over the years, the amount of traffic wishing to use this section of Days
Road has increased. Travel across the Days Road River Crossing during summer is a
significantly shorter travel time to Boddington for residents from Days Road and Castle Rock
Road compared to via Bannister-Marradong Road.
As part of the rural lifestyle subdivision on Days Road, the Council in 1999 required the
developer to place a restrictive covenant on the land acknowledging that ―access to
Crossman Road via Days Road river crossing can not always be assured at all times of the
year‖. However this restrictive covenant presumes access can be completed at some times
of the year. The Fire Management Plan for the rural lifestyle subdivision also mentions
access to Boddington via Days Road and Crossman Road, although not as permanent
access. Emergency Services have also used Days Road and Days Road River Crossing to
attend to incidents.
There is a need to progressively ensure that both legal and practical vehicular access can
safely and conveniently occur for the public on Days Road through Lot 7461.
Recently, work has commenced to upgrade the Days Road river crossing.
E) Local Planning Strategy
The future development of Lot 7461 and nearby land was considered by Council in preparing
the Local Planning Strategy.
Subject to satisfactory arrangements being made regarding the construction of the Days
Road River Crossing and the realignment of Days Road, Lot 7461 is identified as ―Rural
Residential‖, while land to the east (on the northern side of the Hotham River) is identified as
―Rural Small Holding‖. The land needs to be rezoned before subdivision can occur.
Lot 7461 is zoned ―Rural‖ in the Shire of Boddington Local Planning Scheme No. 2.
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Comment
A) Progressing matters
The proposed road reserve closure and road reserve creation/dedication, set out in
Attachment 8.1.3C, builds on the Council decision on 27 April 2010 and it is recommended
that the Council now initiates road closure and creation/dedication action.
There is a need to progressively ensure that both legal and practical vehicular access can
safely and conveniently occur for the public on Days Road through Lot 7461. This will
complement current works on the Days Road crossing that will provide a safe road crossing
during low flow periods of the Hotham River.
B) Timing and risk
The report to Council on 27 April 2010, in part, stated:
The establishment of the alignment needs to be complete prior to any work on the
Days Road River Crossing. This would allow Days Road to be constructed at the
same time and would maximise the benefit received by the community. It would not be
prudent to complete a significant investment on a River Crossing that could only be
used by the owners of Lot 7461.
The earliest any river crossing upgrade could be completed is January or February
2011. Should the owners not wish to work with Council, Council may need to consider
either seeking to compulsorily acquire this alignment or construct the road on the
current alignment to allow construction works to commence.
While the Council legally could seek to construct a road on the alignment of the current Days
Road reserve, it is suggested this is not desirable. Rather, supporting the proposed road
reserve closure and road dedication sets out a clear workable alignment for Days Road. It
appears that the best chance of establishing such an alignment is to continue to working with
the owner of Lot 7461 to reach a final solution to establishing the new road alignment
indicated at Attachment 8.1.3C. It is suggested that this alignment provides the best
outcome for the Shire administration and the landowner. This includes through avoiding
issues over structures built over the current alignment and avoiding road construction areas
that are traditionally low lying or would require fill and/or drainage.
It is highlighted that support for closing a portion of the existing road reserve and the creation
of a new road reserve will take time. The process is set out in the Land Administration Act
and the Land Administration Regulations. While the Council and the Shire administration
are responsible for the initial part of the process (which typically takes about 3 months), the
Department of Regional Development and Lands is the key agency responsible for other
parts of the process. Based on other road closures requests, the Department typically takes
well in excess of 6 months to undertake its assessment. While the Shire administration
could seek the matter to the ―fast tracked‖ by the Department, no guarantees can be
provided at this time.
Based on the above, it is suggested there is a need for Councillors to effectively manage
community expectations as to how quickly the public will be able to legally and practically
drive on Days Road through Lot 7461. Currently works on the Days Road River Crossing
are very near to completion and residents from life style lots on Days and Castle Rocks
Road‘s are enquiring when they will be able to travel on this road.
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C) Standard of road
It is suggested that the road to be constructed by the Shire, in time, on the proposed new
road alignment will be built to minimum ―rural‖ standards. Subject to ground conditions, it is
expected the Shire will initially clear (as required), and form up a road using existing site
materials. In places, some gravel may need to be used. The road could be upgraded
subject to agreed budgets, traffic volumes and meeting safety standards.
It is suggested that Days Road, on Lot 7461, will not be sealed by the Shire. While there
may be some concerns with dust or other issues, financially and equitably, it is suggested
that this cost cannot or should not be met by the Shire. Likewise, it is suggested that this
cost should not be met by the landowner who is not currently seeking subdivision – only to
change the alignment of the road reserve.
However, when the owner of Lot 7461 seeks to subdivide, the Council should be seeking for
the subdivider to appropriately contribute to upgrading Days Road to an appropriate
standard. This is likely to a sealed standard on the application site and a contribution over
the river crossing. This is consistent with the Local Planning Strategy and the Council‘s
adopted Developer and Subdivider Contribution Policy.
Consideration will also need to be made as to the standard of the Days Road/Crossman
Road intersection and ensuring the safety of road users as a result of a considerable
increase in traffic associated with subdivision/development north of the Hotham River.
D)

Matters to progress

While there is overall agreement between the owner of Lot 7461 and the Shire
administration on the alignment of the new road reserve, there are various matters to clarify
and progress including:


budgeting road construction costs, including a crossing of a minor watercourse in the
western section of Lot 7461. It is suggested the road construction (to a minimum rural
standard) is met by the Shire subject to possible gravel coming from the applicant‘s
landholding (if at a suitable standard);



who meets the cost of supplying and installing fencing and gates? It is suggested this
should be a partnership approach which is met 50% each between the Shire and the
landowner;



surveying, document preparation, stamp duty and associated costs – it is suggested
that this should be a partnership approach which is met 50% each between the Shire
and the landowner;



loss of additional land – the proposed road reserve takes up a greater land area
compared to the existing road reserve through Lot 7461. It is suggested the
landowner should advise in writing his support for this arrangement and agree that the
Shire is not liable to any compensation;



relocation of any infrastructure such as powerlines - it is expected that this is not likely
and should be able to be addressed through easements. If required, it is suggested
this should be a landowner cost;



pegging the proposed road reserve – this will accurately define the proposed road
reserve. Further, a more detailed assessment can be made by the Shire and the
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landowner as to its alignment and whether minor changes need to be made. As part
of this, it will include the design of the Days Road/English Road intersection and
whether this is appropriate to address anticipated traffic volumes in the coming years;


clearing permit – this can be determined following agreement of the alignment. It is
likely that a small number of trees may need to be cleared to achieve the proposed
road, however this will be minimised where possible and practical; and



application fee – Council‘s adopted fees and charges sets out a fee of $625 in 2010/11
for a permanent road reserve closure. Given the benefits to address this historical
situation, it is suggested that the fee be waived.
It is suggested that the Shire‘s Chief Executive Officer be delegated authority to seek to
progress matters with the landowner and that this be reported back to the Council following
community and stakeholder advertising.
E) Next steps
Subject to the Council‘s decision, the Shire administration will next:






write to and invite comments from adjoining/nearby landowners;
write to and invite comments from relevant State Government and servicing authorities;
place public notices in local newspapers;
have information available on the Shire website and at the Shire office; and
commission a surveyor to peg the proposed road alignment.

Strategic Implications
Improved access to Days Road, across the Hotham River and through Lot 7461, will be of
benefit to a significant number of local residents and would assist with additional rural
lifestyle subdivision/development of this area. It would also increase safety for residents of
the Days Road locality such as in the event of a bushfire.
Statutory Environment
Land Administration Act and Land Administration Regulations.
support the road closure is required to initiate the process.

A Council resolution to

Policy Implications
Council Policy 09.13 Purpose and Funding of Reserve Accounts has Council contributing
annually to a River Crossing Reserve.
Monies have been allocated in the 2010/11 budget to upgrade the Days Road river crossing
and these works are now nearly complete.
Financial Implications
Improving Days Road will be a significant investment by the Council.
As outlined in part D of the Comment section, there are various unbudgeted matters. Given
the upgrading of the Days Road river crossing and securing legal and practical access
through Lot 7461 benefits the community and the owner of Lot 7461, it is suggested a
partnership to meeting costs is appropriate.
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A key unresolved issue is who meets the cost for supplying and installing fencing and gates.
Economic Implications
The costs for residents to travel to Boddington from the Days Road locality, via BannisterMarradong Road, is a significant increased cost.
It is expected that the provision of upgrading vehicular access will increase property values
in the locality.
Social Implications
In time, construction of a new public road through Lot 7461 (combined with an upgraded
river crossing) will assist in the safety of residents in the Days Road locality and on Lot 7461.
Environmental Considerations
The design of the new road should seek to avoid clearing trees wherever possible and
practical. It is critical that any infrastructure work on Lot 7461 be designed and constructed
so as not to increase flood levels upstream.
The corresponding improvement of the Days Road River Crossing is likely to have
environmental improvements on the Hotham River, such as reducing the gravel washed into
the Hotham River from the crossing.
Consultation
The Consultant Planner and Chief Executive Officer has met with the landowner.
Should Council agree to initiate the road reserve closure, the Shire administration will write
to adjoining/nearby landowners, relevant servicing authorities and State Government
agencies and place notices in local papers. However given that the Road Reserve 13 not
currently legally trafficable by a vehicle and the previous public consultation on the road and
river crossing, it would be appropriate to invite submissions for a shorter period than normal
of only four weeks
Options
The Council can:
1.
2.
3.
4.

support the commencement of the road closure/dedication process;
support the commencement of the road closure process/dedication subject to
modifications;
not support the road closure/dedication process; or
defer and require additional information.

Voting Requirements
Simple Majority
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OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.1.3
MOTION

Moved

Cr Veitch

That Council:
1.

agrees to initiate road closure action to close a portion of the Days Road reserve and
the creation/dedication of a new road reserve on Lot 7461 Days Road, Boddington as
set out in Attachment 8.1.3C subject to:
A)

a partnership approach to the cost of supplying and installing fencing and gates
between the landowner and the Shire;

B)

a partnership approach to the cost of surveying, document preparation and stamp
duty between the landowner and the Shire; and

C)

the landowner acknowledging in writing that he is aware and is supportive that
the proposed road reserve takes up a greater land area compared to the existing
road reserve through Lot 7461 and agrees that the Shire is not liable to any
compensation;

2.

delegates authority to the Shire‟s Chief Executive Officer to progress matters with the
landowner regarding the closure of the road reserve and the creation of a new road
reserve, with outcomes reported to the Council following the close of the community
and stakeholder comment period;

3.

note the Shire administration will invite submissions on the road closure request for a
period of four weeks;

4.

will reconsider the road closure request following the close of the public submission
period and will determine whether or not it will agree to request that the Minister for
Planning close the road reserves; and

5.

agree to waive the application fee of $625 for a permanent road reserve closure given
the benefits to address this historical situation.

Seconded

Cr Patten

Lost

2/3

Council Resolution

197/10

Moved

Cr Hoek

That Council:
1.

agrees to initiate road closure action to close a portion of the Days Road reserve and
the creation/dedication of a new road reserve on Lot 7461 Days Road, Boddington as
set out in Attachment 8.1.3C subject to:
A)

a partnership approach to the cost of supplying and installing fencing and gates
between the landowner and the Shire;

B)

Council paying the cost of surveying, document preparation and stamp duty
between the landowner and the Shire; and
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C)

the landowner acknowledging in writing that he is aware and is supportive that
the proposed road reserve takes up a greater land area compared to the existing
road reserve through Lot 7461 and agrees that the Shire is not liable to any
compensation;

2.

delegates authority to the Shire‟s Chief Executive Officer to progress matters with the
landowner regarding the closure of the road reserve and the creation of a new road
reserve, with outcomes reported to the Council following the close of the community
and stakeholder comment period;

3.

note the Shire administration will invite submissions on the road closure request for a
period of four weeks;

4.

will reconsider the road closure request following the close of the public submission
period and will determine whether or not it will agree to request that the Minister for
Planning close the road reserves; and

5.

agree to waive the application fee of $625 for a permanent road reserve closure given
the benefits to address this historical situation.
Seconded

Cr Patten

Carried

4/1
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Attachment 8.1.3A
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Attachment 8.1.3A
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Attachment 8.1.3B
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Attachment 8.1.3B
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Attachment 8.1.3C
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Cr Day entered the Chamber at 6.08pm
Cr Carrotts advised Council of a change in the order of the Meeting Agenda to move Agenda
Item 8.6.1 forward for immediate discussion because of Cr Days attendance. This move
would allow Cr Day to be present to consider this matter and then leave if required.
Cr Veitch left the Chambers at 6.09pm.
Cr Patten declared a Financial Interest in Item 8.6.1 in that he jointly owns property that he
leases to a tenderer and left the Chambers at 6.09pm
Cr Carrotts declared a Financial Interest in Item 8.6.1 in that he jointly owns property that
he leases to a tenderer and left the Chambers at 6.09pm
Mr Sherry declared an Impartiality Interest in Item 8.6.1 in that his sister-in-law works for
one of the tenderers, Avon Waste of York.
Cr Veitch entered the Chamber at 6.09pm.
Cr Veitch, as Deputy President, took the Chair.
8.6.1

Waste Collection Tender 1-2010/11

File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Attachments

Tender 01/2010-11
Nil
25 October 2010
Gary Sherry
nd
8.6.1A Officer‘s Report to Council – 2 November 2010

Summary
Council is to reconsider the decision of Council made on 2nd November 2010 in
selecting a preferred tenderer to Council’s Request for Tender 01/2010-11 for the
provision of waste collection services.
Background
Council‘s current waste collection contract with Avon Waste expired in October 2009 due to
the contractor not exercising their option for an extension within the time frame specified
within the contract. Given the intense interest in this contract, staff decided to tender the
waste collection contract and the preparation of tender documents undertaken.
Tenders were called for and advertised with a closing date of 6th September 2010.
A total of 4 tenders were received but one of the tenders was submitted after the closing
date and cannot be considered. Another tender was not submitted in the format requested
in Council‘s request for tender documentation. Council considered this matter at their
Ordinary Meeting held on Tuesday 21st September 2010 where the following was resolved:
Council Resolution

159/10

Moved

Cr Allert

That Council:
1.

will not consider Avon Waste‘s tender because it was received after the deadline for
receipt of tenders and therefore does not comply with Regulation 18(1) of the Local
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Government (Functions and General) Regulations and Clause 1.10.3 of the Request
for Tender 1-2010/11;
2.

considers that the non-compliance of the Boddington Miniskips tender with Clause
1.10.1 of Request for Tender 1-2010/11 was insignificant in nature and did not cause
unfairness to any tenderer; and

3.

direct staff to assess the tenders received from Boddington Miniskips, Warren
Blackwood Waste and Cleanaway received as by the deadline under the Request for
Tender 1-2010/11.

Seconded

Cr Hoek

Carried

5/0

Compliant tenders were received from Boddington Miniskips, Warren Blackwood Waste and
Transpacific Cleanaway and these tenders were assessed by staff.
This assessment was submitted in an Officer‘s Report presented to the Ordinary Meeting of
Council held on Tuesday 2nd November 2010. A copy of that report to Council is included at
Attachment 8.6.1A. At that meeting Council resolved in the following manner:
Council Resolution

179/10

Moved

Cr Allert

That Council:
1.

select the tender provided by to Warren Blackwood Waste as the chosen tender; and

2.

authorise the Chief Executive Officer to negotiate a contract to provide a refuse
collection service with Warren Blackwood Waste under the terms of Council‘s Request
for Tender 1/2010-11 and Warren Blackwood Waste‘s submitted tender.

Seconded

Cr Hoek

Carried

3/2

Cr Hardie and Cr Hoek requested that their votes against the Resolution be recorded.
On the day after the decision of Council, Boddington Miniskips, one of the tenderers, raised
with staff that it was their understanding that the conditions of the tender required tenderers
to submit a price fixed for the term of any contract to provide rubbish collection services.
Boddington Miniskips submitted price was submitted on the basis that it would not change
for the term of the contract. Other tenderers had submitted a price adjustment mechanism
that allowed a rise or fall in the service depending on different factors.
Boddington Miniskips believed that if the fixed nature of their pricing structure was taken into
account, the Boddington Miniskips tender would have been much more competitive and the
decision of Council was therefore flawed.
Council staff sought legal advice on the matter, seeking to clarify the validity of Council‘s
decision. A copy of this advice is provided for Councillors at Confidential Attachment 8.6.1B.
The legal advice states that Council‘s assessment and decision to select the successful
tenderer is open to challenge on the grounds of unfairness on four points. These points
include:
1.
2.

the ambiguity of Clause 1.8;
the fact that clarification of Clause 1.8 was issued to only one tenderer;
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3.
4.

the report to Council did not adequately distinguish between one tender price that was
fixed and the tender prices that were subject to price adjustment; and
the report to Council did not assess the tenders in accordance with Clause 1.7.

The Ambiguity Of Clause 1.8
Clause 1.8 of the RFT document sets out the basis of the nature of the pricing for the tender.
Specifically it states:
All prices offered under this Request are to be fixed. Tendered prices must include
Goods and Services Tax (GST).
Unless otherwise indicated prices tendered must include delivery, unloading, packing,
marking and all applicable levies, duties, taxes and charges. Any charge not stated in
the Tender as being additional will not be allowed as a charge for any transaction
under any resultant Contract.
Clearly defining the term ―fixed price‖, its interpretation within the RFT document and
application to a future contract is necessary. The term ―fixed price was not included in the
definitions at Clause 1.3 of the RFT document.
While a dictionary definition defines ―fixed‖ as― definite; not fluctuating or varying: fixed
prices‖, it would be arguable that the application of a fixed price over five year term of a
contract is unreasonable commercial result and is not in accordance with standard practice.
Certainly the previous waste collection contract of Council and the industry practice is to
allow a price adjustment mechanism based on independent price statistics such as CPI data
produced by the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
The intention of the drafting of Clause 1.8 is to provide one price for the provision of the
service without any ―additional delivery, unloading, packing, marking and all applicable
levies, duties, taxes and charges.‖
The Fact That Clarification Of Clause 1.8 Was Issued To Only One Tenderer;
A Council staff member provided clarification of Clause 1.8 to Transpacific Cleanaway
advising that Council would accept as compliant with Clause 1.8 a suitably independent
price adjustment mechanism proposed by a tenderer. No other clarification was provided to
any other tenderer.
The Report To Council Did Not Adequately Distinguish Between One Tender Price That Was
Fixed And The Tender Prices That Were Subject To Price Adjustment
The report to Council that recommended awarding the tender to Warren Blackwood Waste
based on the ―price tendered to provide the services ($1.265). While this price was cheaper
than the price tendered by Boddington Miniskips ($1.48), there is no consideration in the
report of the actual price paid by Council after the price adjustment mechanism had been
applied.
The report to Council did not assess the tenders in accordance with Clause 1.7
The RFT document advised in Clause 1.7 the evaluation process that Council would
undertake to assess the suitability of tenders received. This process would involve the
tendered prices being assessed together with qualitative and compliance criteria to
determine the most advantageous outcome to the Council.
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The compliance criteria involved each Tender being assessed on a Yes/No basis as to
whether the criterion is satisfactorily met. An assessment of ―No‖ against any criterion may
have eliminated the Tender from consideration.
To determine the most advantageous Tender for Council, each tender was to be assessed
with a score for each Tenderer against the qualitative criteria of
1.
2.

capability to provide the service; and
demonstration of previous experience.

Each criterion was weighted to indicate the relative degree of importance that the Council
placed on these criterions. Capability was weighted at 60% and previous experience at
40%. This assessment was not completed and was not presented to Council as part of the
Officer‘s Report.
Comment
The processes involved in Tender 1-2010/11 and the Council decision 179/10 at the
Ordinary Meeting held on 2nd November Meeting are substantially flawed.
While it is open for Council to have an interpretation of Clause 1.8 and that permits that term
―fixed price‖ to mean a fixed price without variable cost components, this remains arguable.
At the point that staff provided clarification to one tenderer, it should have been logical for
staff to assume that other potential tenderers may have required similar clarification. Had all
potential tenderers received the same clarification regarding Clause 1.8, this would have
substantially, if not totally, resolved any issues about the ambiguity of Clause 1.8 of the RFT.
There are two alternatives for such legal action that may arise relating to the definition of
―fixed price‖ in the RFT document. They are that:


should Council uphold their previous decision, the currently unsuccessful tenderer can
seek to have the successful tender declared non-compliant; and



should Council rescind the previous motion, declare any tender with a price adjustment
mechanism non-compliant, the currently successful tender can dispute this decision.

Even if a court was to find that the Council‘s interpretation of Clause 1.8 was incorrect, the
therefore non-compliant tenders submitted by Warren Blackwood Waste and Transpacific
could still be assessed by Council because Clause 1.10.2 of the RFT document provides
that a tender may be rejected if it fails to comply with other requirements of the RFT.
Similarly Clause 1.7.1 provides that non-compliance with Compliance Criteria may eliminate
a tender from consideration. The evaluation of the tenders reported to Council also did not
comply with Clause 1.7 and the effects of the price adjustment mechanisms were not
considered in the Officer‘s Report. As the decision of Council has not yet been
communicated to tenderers, it is possible for Council to reconsider its decision to ensure that
all relevant considerations have been made before selecting a successful tender.
While there is no right of review in respect of the decision of a local government to award a
tender, if an unsuccessful tenderer wished to challenge the decision of Council it would be
necessary for it to commence action in the Supreme Court to quash the decision of Council.
Given the cost of such action, this may be considered unlikely particularly if Council‘s
addresses any substantive possibility of unfairness.
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Should Council wish to reconsider the tenders received, staff must rectify the fairness issues
involved with the assessment of the tenders received. Such reassessment must include at
least:





reviewing tenders submitted with the Qualitative Criteria;
providing a separate report of the tenderers the assessment of each tenderer against
the compliance and qualitative criteria;
seek further information and clarification regarding the price adjustment mechanism
provided by Transpacific Cleanaway; and
formally assess the effect of the price adjustment mechanism on the service cost to
Council over the life of the contract.

Reconsideration of Council‘s decision in this manner is likely to address any substantive
allegations of unfairness although it may not entirely eliminate the risk of Council‘s decision
being subject to legal challenge. If Council wishes to eliminate all risk of potential challenge
to its decision then it would be necessary for it to issue a fresh request to tender in which the
ambiguity of Clause 1.8 is clarified and express provision inserted.
Strategic Implications
The successful tenderer will be required to enter into a contract with Council to provide a
waste collection service for the next five years with a possible extension to that contract of
another five years possibly providing a service to Council for the next decade.
Statutory Environment
Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996
10. Revoking or changing decisions made at council or committee meetings — 5.25 (1)(e)
(1)

A decision has been made at a council or a committee meeting then any motion to
revoke or change the decision must be supported —
(a)
(b)

in the case where an attempt to revoke or change the decision had been made
within the previous 3 months but had failed, by an absolute majority; or
in any other case, by at least 1/3 of the number of offices (whether vacant or not)
of members of the council or committee, inclusive of the mover.

(1a) Notice of a motion to revoke or change a decision referred to in subregulation (1)
is to be signed by members of the council or committee numbering at least 1/3 of
the number of offices (whether vacant or not) of members of the council or
committee, inclusive of the mover.
(2)

(3)

If a decision has been made at a council or a committee meeting then any decision to
revoke or change the first-mentioned decision must be made —
(a)

in the case where the decision to be revoked or changed was required to be
made by an absolute majority or by a special majority, by that kind of majority; or

(b)

in any other case, by an absolute majority.

This regulation does not apply to the change of a decision unless the effect of the
change would be that the decision would be revoked or would become substantially
different.
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Policy Implications - Nil
Financial Implications
Council has incurred costs in obtaining legal advice.
Council, and tenderers will incur additional cost in retendering this contract.
Economic Implications - Nil
Social Implications - Nil
Environmental Considerations - Nil
Consultation – Ni
Options
1.

Council can resolve the Officer‘s Recommendations.

2.

Council can:

3.

a.

Adopt the first and second Officer‘s Recommendation; and

b.

Resolve that Council believes that the definition of ―fixed price‖ permits ―fixed
price‖ to mean a fixed price without variable cost components but allows a price
adjustment mechanism over the life of a contract, and

c.

Resolve to direct staff to correctly assess the evaluation of all compliant tenders
received and have Council consider the results of that assessment at a future
meeting of Council.

Council can
a.

Adopt the first and second Officer‘s Recommendation; and

b.

Resolve that Council believes that the definition of ―fixed price‖ does not permit
any adjustment in price over the term of a contract, and therefore Council
determines that any tender submitted without a fixed price is non-compliant and
should be excluded from assessment, and

c.

Resolve to direct staff to correctly assess the evaluation of all compliant tenders
received and have Council consider the results of that assessment at a future
meeting of Council.

OFFICERS RECOMMENDATION – 8.6.1A
Council Resolution

205/10

Moved

Cr Hoek

That Council allow the introduction of a rescission motion to permit the Resolution 179/10
from Council's Ordinary Meeting of Tuesday 2nd November 2010 to be rescinded.
Seconded

Cr Hardie

Carried

4/0
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OFFICERS RECOMMENDATION – 8.6.1B
Council Resolution

206/10

Moved

Cr Hoek

That Resolution 179/10 from Council's Ordinary Meeting held on Tuesday 2nd November
2010 being:
That Council:
1.

select the tender provided by to Warren Blackwood Waste as the chosen tender;
and

2.

authorise the Chief Executive Officer to negotiate a contract to provide a refuse
collection service with Warren Blackwood Waste under the terms of Council‟s
Request for Tender 1/2010-11 and Warren Blackwood Waste‟s submitted tender;

be rescinded.
Seconded

Cr Day

Carried

4/0

Moved

Cr Hoek

OFFICERS RECOMMENDATION – 8.6.1C
Council Resolution

207/10

That Council:
1.

decline all tenders received under Request For Tender 1-2010/11 because:
a.
b.

there is ambiguity in the definition of the term “fixed price” in Clause 1.8 of the
RFT document; and
Council did not inform all potential tenderers of Council‟s definition of “fixed
price”;
and this has made the tender process potentially unfair to all tenderers; and

2.

appoint WALGA to:
a.

prepare new Request for Tender documents that eliminate any ambiguity over the
term “fixed price”;

b.

conduct the tender process; and

c.

prepare the evaluation report for Council on any tenderers received.

Seconded

Cr Hardie

Carried

4/0

Cr Patten and Cr Carrotts returned to the Chambers at 6.32pm.
Cr Carrotts resumed the Chair.
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Attachment 8.6.1A

8.3

PRINCIPAL ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICER
/BUILDING SURVEYOR:

8.3.1

Waste Collection Tender 1-2010/11

File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:

Tender 01/2010-11
Nil
25 October 2010
Peter Haas – PEHO/BS

Summary
Council is to consider tenders received in response to Council’s Request For Tender
01/2010-11.
Background
Council‘s current waste collection contract with Avon Waste expired in October 2009 due to
the contractor not exercising their option for an extension within the time frame specified
within the contract. Given the intense interest in this contract, staff decided to tender the
waste collection contract and the preparation of tender documents undertaken.
Tenders were called for and advertised with a closing date of 6th September 2010.
A total of 4 tenders were received but one of the tenders was submitted after the closing
date and cannot be considered. Another tender was not submitted in the format requested
in Council‘s request for tender documentation. Council considered this matter at their
Ordinary Meeting held on Tuesday 21st September 2010 where the following was resolved:
Council Resolution
159/10
Moved
Cr Allert
That Council:
1.
will not consider Avon Waste‘s tender because it was received after the
deadline for receipt of tenders and therefore does not comply with Regulation
18(1) of the Local Government (Functions and General) Regulations and
Clause 1.10.3 of the Request for Tender 1-2010/11; and
2.
considers that the non-compliance of the Boddington Miniskips tender with
Clause 1.10.1 of Request for Tender 1-2010/11 was insignificant in nature and
did not cause unfairness to any tenderer; and
3.
direct staff to assess the tenders received from Boddington Miniskips, Warren
Blackwood Waste and Cleanaway received as by the deadline under the
Request for Tender 1-2010/11.
Seconded
Cr Hoek
Carried
5/0
Compliant tenders were received from Boddington Miniskips, Warren Blackwood Waste and
Transpacific Cleanaway and these tenders were assessed by staff.
Comment
All of the tenderers have the required insurances, with Transpacific Cleanaway self insuring
for Workers Compensation Insurance, and the required Quality and Occupational Safety and
Health policies.
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Attachment 8.6.1A

Both Warren Blackwood Waste and Transpacific Cleanaway have experience in collection of
municipal waste with Warren Blackwood Waste being Council‘s current recyclables
collection contractor.
Whilst Boddington Miniskips does not have any general municipal waste collection
experience, Boddington Miniskips do have current contracts to collect waste from the
Boddington Gold Mine and the construction camp utilising 240 litre mobile garbage bins.
Listed below are the tender prices to provide a waste collection service and any extra
services that they can offer.
WARREN BLACKWOOD WASTE
SERVICE

NOTES

Collection Services
Boddington Ranford Townsites and
Fairway Place (Coloured Yellow)
Crossman Corridor (Coloured Blue)
Future Areas Including: (Coloured
Orange)
Kalimna Way
Mitchell Crescent/Golden Hills
Addition Areas where a service may be
offered. (The tenderer is invited to
suggest additional areas)
Pinjarra Williams Road
Other Services Offered

COST (GST
INCLUSIVE)
$1.265
$1.265
$1.265
$1.265
$1.265
$1.265
$1.265

TRANSPACIFIC CLEANAWAY
SERVICE
Collection Services
Boddington Ranford Townsites and
Fairway Place (Coloured Yellow)
Crossman Corridor (Coloured Blue)
Future Areas Including: (Coloured
Orange)
Kalimna Way
Mitchell Crescent/Golden Hills
Addition Areas where a service may be
offered. (The tenderer is invited to
suggest additional areas)
Pinjarra Williams Road
Other Services Offered
GPS Reporting – Free of Charge

NOTES

COST (GST
INCLUSIVE)
$2.662
$2.662

$2.662
$2.662
$POA
$2.662
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Attachment 8.6.1A

BODDINGTON MINISKIPS
SERVICE
Collection Services
Boddington Ranford Townsites and
Fairway Place (Coloured Yellow)
Crossman Corridor (Coloured Blue)
Future Areas Including: (Coloured
Orange)
Kalimna Way
Mitchell Crescent/Golden Hills
Addition Areas where a service may be
offered. (The tenderer is invited to
suggest additional areas)
Pinjarra Williams Road
Other Services Offered
Aged Care Facilities – Sulo Bins taken to
curb and returned to units
Replacement of 240L Wheelie Bin – free
delivery
Repairs and Maintenance of bins

NOTES

COST (GST
INCLUSIVE)
$1.48
$1.48

$1.48
$1.48
Rodeo Weekend, Lions
Club, Australia Day Event

$1.48
$1.48
Free of Charge
Cost Plus 15%
Free of Charge

All prices are a fixed price with Warren Blackwood Waste including a variation in accordance
with the CPI (Perth Index). Transpacific Cleanaway stated as a part of their price a
proposed rise and fall mechanism but this was not able to be located within their document.
It would be expected for the price to rise and fall in line with CPI and this could be negotiated
as part of the contract.
Transpacific Cleanaway also included two Price Schedules that are non conforming with
tender requirements. They have tendered a price per tenement of $2.321 per week as per
the schedule above and a price per tenement of $1.892 per week with a cost of $65.00
($71.50 GST Inclusive) each to supply 240 litre new mobile garbage bins. The ownership of
the bins will revert to Council at the end of the contract with Transpacific Cleanaway
replacing any lost or damaged bins for the duration of the contract as part of this cost. The
price offered is per bin provided not how often it is picked up.
All of the tenderers are more than capable of providing the service required with Boddington
Miniskips being more able to respond to any problems or hiccups in a more timely manner
due to being a local business.
Warren Blackwood Waste is currently providing the kerbside recycling service to the Shire
and I have had experience with Transpacific Cleanaway with this company providing a waste
and recycling collection service whilst I worked at the Shire of Waroona.
I would therefore recommend that Council award the tender to Warren Blackwood Waste
due to the price tendered to provide the service.
Strategic Implications
The successful tenderer will be required to enter into a contract with Council to provide a
waste collection service for the next five years with a possible extension to that contract of
another five years possibly providing a service to Council for the next decade.
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Statutory Environment
The requirements of the Local Government (Functions and General) Regulation will apply in
this matter
Policy Implications - Nil
Financial Implications
The cost to Council to engage the services of the recommended company will be $65.78 per
service per annum.
The current per lift price of Council‘s previous contractor was over $1.60 per lift.
Economic Implications - Nil
Social Implications - Nil
Environmental Considerations - Nil
Consultation - Nil
Options
Council can:
1.
2.
3.

Adopt the Officer‘s Recommendation
Not adopt the Officer‘s Recommendation and select one of the other compliant tenders
as the chosen tender, providing reasons for doing so; or
Not accept any tender, providing reasons for doing so

Voting Requirements - Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.3.1
That Council:
1.

Select the tender provided by to Warren Blackwood Waste as the chosen tender;
and

2.

authorise the Chief Executive Officer to negotiate a contract to provide a refuse
collection service with Warren Blackwood Waste under the terms of Council’s
Request for Tender 1/2010-11 and Warren Blackwood Waste’s submitted tender.
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8.2

DIRECTOR SPECIAL PROJECTS:

8.2.1

Boddington Early Learning (Childcare) Centre

File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Attachment:

ADM0187
Nil
8 December 2010
Terry Pearson
8.2.1A Draft Lease
8.2.1B Services Agreement

Summary
For Council to approve a Lease and a Services Provision agreement with
Childrens’ Services Support Unit (“CSSU”), the operator of the new Boddington
Early Learning (Childcare) Centre (“BELC”).
Background
At its meeting on 12 October 2010, Council delegated to the Chief Executive Officer the
authority to negotiate the terms of a lease with Children‘s Services Support Unit WA Inc
based on the CSSU proposal dated 16th September 2010 on several parameters noted
in the resolution.
These negotiations have been successfully concluded, including all of the parameters
specified by Council, and a draft lease and service provision agreements have been
drafted by Council‘s solicitor. These agreements are attached at Item 8.2.1A Draft
Lease; 8.2.1B Draft Services Agreement. The documents have been reviewed by both
parties.
Comment
Council‘s solicitors, Lawfield, recommended that two documents be prepared including a
lease, to cover the use of the premises, and a Services Provision Agreement, to cover
the service to be provided from the premises, as some of the conditions relative to the
service were not appropriate to include in a lease.
Strategic Implications
The provision of a successful childcare centre (which are now being referred to as ―early
learning centres‖) is strategically important to the aim of growing the population of
Boddington.
Statutory Environment
Section 3.58 of the Local Government Act covers the ―disposition‖ of property, and a
lease is included in the definition of disposition.
However, the lease of land to a not-for-profit organisation such as CSSU is an exempt
disposition, so sec 3.58 is not applicable.
The consent of the Minister for Lands is required for the lease, as the premises are
situated on a Reserve.
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Policy Implications - Nil
Financial Implications
The recurrent annual expenditure that will be incurred by the Shire is:
Rent subsidy (for 2 years)
Land rates foregone, say
Grounds/building maintenance, say
Building/plant replacement reserve say
$350,000 @ 4% pa
Total per year in 2010 dollars

$10,400
$ 1,200
$ 5,000
$14,000
$30,600

In addition, in the first year only, a one-off subsidy of $10,000 as requested in the
proposal to be paid by the Shire to the proponent to assist with start-up costs.
Newmont Boddington Gold will provide a grant of $10,000 to fund this subsidy and also
$10,400 to assist in funding the rent subsidy. The total grant is therefore $20,400 over 2
years being 2011 and 2012.
The net annual cost to the Shire for the initial two years will therefore be $25,400.
Rent payable for the premises to the Shire under the proposed lease will be nil for the
first 2 years and thereafter will be subject to the outcome of the viability review at the
end of that period.
Economic Implications
This is one of many infrastructure/service improvements that are being made in
Boddington, all of which will make the town a more desirable place in which to live and
which, in turn, will improve the economy of the town and therefore benefit all residents
and ratepayers.
Social Implications
The BELC will provide social benefits to its users, as it will not only assist residents who
need childcare because they work, but also parents who require some respite for
personal reasons.
Environmental Considerations - Nil
Consultation - Nil
Options
Council can accept the Officer Recommendation or not.
Voting Requirements - Absolute Majority
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OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.2.1
Council Resolution

198/10

Moved

Cr Veith

That Council:
1.

approves the Lease at Attachment 8.2.1A and the Services Agreement at
Attachment 8.2.1B with Children‟s Services Support Unit WA Inc;

2.

delegates to the Chief Executive Officer the authority to make minor amendments
to the two documents in order to address any drafting issues; and

3.

authorises the President and CEO to apply the Shire‟s seal on, and to execute, the
Lease and Services Agreement included at Attachments 8.2.1A and 8.2.1B.

Seconded

Cr Patten

Carried

6/0
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Attachment 8.2.1A
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Attachment 8.2.1A
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Attachment 8.2.1A
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Attachment 8.2.1A
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Attachment 8.2.1A
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Attachment 8.2.1A
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Attachment 8.2.1B
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Attachment 8.2.1B
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8.2.2

New Boddington Medical Centre – Funding

File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:

ADM0340
Nil
8 December 2010
Terry Pearson

Summary
For Council to consider an alternative funding source to replace funding from the
Royalties for Regions Country Local Government Fund funding source.
Background
The new Boddington Medical Centre was to be funded as follows:
Rural and Remote Health Infrastructure Program
$500,000
Royalties for Regions Country Local Government Fund Year (1) $486,196
Boddington Social Infrastructure Fund
$450,000
WA Country Health Service
$320,000
Lotterywest
$320,000
Royalties for Regions Country Local Government Fund Year (2) $315,900
Rural & Local Community Infrastructure Program (Federal)
$100,000
Total
$2,492,096
The Royalties for Regions Country Local Government Fund Year 2 funds were expected to
be received by all local government authorities in about March 2010. However the State
Government deferred the payments, resulting in them not being received in the 2009/10
financial year. Further, the payment of those funds will not be received by Councils until it
has prepared a Forward Capital Works Plan, with such plans to be submitted to the
Department of Lands and Regional Development on or before 31 December 2010.
The Shire of Boddington‘s Forward Capital Works Plan is submitted to Council as part of this
Agenda at Item 8.5.2.
Comment
Even though Council‘s Forward Capital Works Plan will be submitted by the deadline, the
Royalties for Regions Country Local Government Fund Year 2 funds cannot be applied to
any project retrospectively. These funds can only be applied to a new project that has not
commenced.
The funding of $315,900 from the Royalties for Regions Country Local Government Fund
Year 2 is therefore not available to fund the new Medical Centre, as that project has already
commenced. Representations have been made to the Department of Regional Development
and Lands by the Shire of Boddington, and by many other Councils, to request that those
funds be allowed to be used as planned, on projects that commenced in 2009/10 and which
span more than one year, but to no avail.
It is therefore necessary to identify alternative funding sources to replace those funds, and it
is recommended that the sources be:
 Transfer from the Boddington Gold Mine Expansion Reserve
 Loan
Total

$138,193
$177,707
$315,900
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The Royalties for Regions Country Local Government Fund year 2 funds of $315,900 will
now be available to fund another project and are the subject of another report to Council on
this meeting agenda.
Strategic Implications
This matter is of strategic importance, as it is related to a most significant infrastructure item,
being the Medical Centre.
Statutory Environment
As the proposed loan is not in Council‘s 2010/11 budget, it needs to be advertised in the
local media.
Policy Implications – Nil
Financial Implications
There will be an interest cost in borrowing the funds, but this can be deferred to the 2011/12
financial year.
Economic Implications – Nil.
Social Implications – Nil.
Environmental Considerations – Nil.
Consultation - Nil
Options
Council can resolve:
1.
2.

the Officer‘s Recommendation; or
amend the Officer‘s Recommendation.

Voting Requirements - Absolute Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.2.2
Council Resolution

199/10

Moved

Cr Hardie

That Council:
1.

transfers $138,193 from the Boddington Gold Mine Expansion Reserve to complete
construction of the New Medial/HAACCentre; and

2.

undertakes advertising as required by the Local Government Act to borrow $177,707
from WA Treasury Corporation for the construction of the Boddington
Medical/HACC Centre.

Seconded

Cr Patten

Carried

6/0
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8.3

PRINCIPAL ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICER
/BUILDING SURVEYOR:

Nil

8.4

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT OFFICER

8.4.1

Local Organisation Assistance Fund – Boddington Swimming Club

Applicant:
File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:

Boddington Swimming Club
ADM 0428
Nil
th
30 November 2010
Anthea Patten

Summary
The Boddington Swimming Club are wanting to purchase new equipment for the club
members to use during training and construct a lockable holding crate to store the
equipment when not in use.
Background
The Boddington Swimming Club has experienced significant growth in the number of
members (24 in 2008, 64 in 2009) and in reviewing the equipment has identified a need to
replace much of the old and damaged equipment with safe and current equipment. The club
wants to purchase: flippers, kickboards, buoys and other swimming equipment and are
seeking support in the amount of $500.
Comment
The Swimming Club are trying to raise their profile and attract more members by introducing
a uniform and have long term goals of wanting to build storage/ club room for the swimmers.
They are actively fundraising and have approached other funding bodies to assist with
purchasing of goods.
Strategic Implications - Nil
Statutory Environment - Nil
Policy Implications
Policy 9.8 – Local Organisation Assistance Fund (LOAF) provides funds to projects
conducted by local organisations in the proportion of one third Council contribution to twothirds applicant contribution, up to a maximum of $1,500 contributed by Council.
Financial Implications
The 2010/11 budget for Local Organisation Assistance Funding is $10,000. All funding can
be sourced from the LOAF Reserve. Approval of a contribution will have no effect on the
2009/10 budget surplus or deficit.
Economic Implications - Nil
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Social Implications
The Swimming Club provides an excellent opportunity for children to be engaged in sport
and swim competitively if they so desire. It encourages health, fitness and promotes water
safety.
The Swimming Club assists children in improving their swimming ability which improves their
safety around water.
Environmental Considerations - Nil
Consultation
Community Development Officer has consulted with the Swimming Club secretary in regards
to this request.
Options
Council can:
1.
2.
3.

adopt the Officer‘s Recommendation; or
approve a contribution of a different amount; or
Council may not approve a contribution.

Voting Requirements - Simple Majority

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.4.1
Council Resolution

200/10

Moved

Cr Hoek

That Council contributes an amount of $500 from Council‟s Local Organisation Assistance
Fund for replacement of swimming equipment for the Boddington Swimming Club.
Seconded

Cr Day

Carried

5/0
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8.4.2

Donation - Boddington District High School

Applicant:
File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:

Boddington District High School
ADM 0261
Nil
nd
2 December 2010
Anthea Patten

Summary
Boddington District High School is requesting sponsorship of their primary school
Student Councillors to the Halogen Foundation Young Leaders Conference in Perth
during March 2011.
Background
Each year Boddington District High School (BDHS) sends students to this conference which
aims to develop student‘s capacity for leadership both at school and in the community. The
lessons learned at conference stay with students long after they leave school. A high profile
team of speakers from business, sport, politics and community speak to the young leaders.
Historically, the Shire of Boddington has sponsored BDHS students attending the
conference.
Comment
The total cost of the BDHS students attending the conference is $372. Student Councillors
are prepared to do a presentation to Council after the conference.
Strategic Implications - Nil
Statutory Environment - Nil
Policy Implications - Nil
Financial Implications
Council has allocated $11,000 for donations in the 2010/11 budget. To date $3,598.35 has
been expended in 2010/11.
Economic Implications - Nil
Social Implications This conference will provide BDHS students with a unique opportunity to explore their
potential, alongside other exceptional young people from Western Australia.
This
conference will develop some of the skills that will help students to assist others, including
their capacity to set goals, work in teams, speak in public, and solve problems- qualities we
need to foster in our young citizens.
Environmental Considerations – Nil
Consultation
The Community Development Officer has had discussions with BDHS Principal, Mr Ian
Hislop as to the outcomes of this conference.
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Options
Council may:
1.
2.

approve a donation of up to $372; or
not approve a donation.

Voting Requirements - Simple Majority

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.4.2
Council Resolution

201/10

Moved

Cr Veitch

That Council contribute an amount of $372 towards students from the Boddington District
High School attending the Halogen Foundation 2011 National Young Leaders Day in March
2011.
Seconded

Cr Hoek

Carried

5/0
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8.5

DIRECTOR CORPORATE SERVICES:

8.5.1

Monthly Financial Statement

Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Attachments:

Nil
th
6 December 2010
Shannon Edwards
8.5.1A Financial Statements

Summary
The Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996 require the
preparation of Monthly Financial Reports in such form as the Local Government
considers is appropriate.
Background
In accordance with Council Policy 9.11, Council is to be presented with a Monthly Financial
Report including the Operating Statement, Statement of Financial Position for the year to
date together with a Bank Reconciliation Statement as at the end of the period. Also
included is the list of payments for the last month of the period.
Comment
The Operating Statement, Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Cash flow,
Statement of Financial Activity, Summary of Reconciliations and List of Payments are
submitted for the month of November 2010.
Statutory Environment - Local Government Financial Management Regulations 1996
Policy Implications - Policy 9.11
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.5.1
Council Resolution

202/10

Moved

Cr Veitch

That Council adopt the:
1.
2.
3.

monthly Financial Statements for the month of November 2010;
list of Payments for the month of November 2010; and
summary of Reconciliations for the month of November.

Seconded

Cr Day

Carried

6/0
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Attachments 8.5.1A

MONTHLY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO30 NOVEMBER 2010
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Attachments 8.5.1A
SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
OPERATING STATEMENT
FOR PERIOD 1 JULY TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
November 2010
Y-T-D Actual
$
OPERATING REVENUES
Governance
General Purpose Funding
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services
OPERATING EXPENSES
Governance
General Purpose Funding
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation & Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services
BORROWING COSTS EXPENSE
Governance
Law, Order & Public Safety
Health
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation & Culture
Transport
Economic Services
GRANTS/CONTRIBUTIONS FOR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ASSETS
Governance
Law, Order & Public Safety
Health
Education & Welfare
Community Amenities
Recreation & Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

November 2010
Y-T-D Budget
$

0
3,333,146
40,797
9,809
146,608
0
418,209
35,506
20,788
593,034
10,637
4,608,534

0
3,070,743
34,097
15,352
10,596
0
221,367
51,240
27,319
207,467
(31,042)
4,143,533

57,670
17,838
105,260
38,095
26,702
0
333,876
281,156
605,133
162,110
89,720
1,717,560

47,649
122,974
140,203
69,085
44,057
0
345,647
297,230
513,851
604,831
(18,141)
2,167,385

0
0
12,561
768
0
0
11,925
0
25,254

0
0
3,011
21,891
1,214
0
8,272
0
34,388

0
0
125,000
348,385
0
0
420,484
0
0
893,869

41,667
3,833
354,465
242,269
125,000
84,252
543,270
204,167
0
1,598,922
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Attachments 8.5.1A
SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
OPERATING STATEMENT
FOR PERIOD 1 JULY TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
November 2010
Y-T-D Actual
$
PROFIT/(LOSS) ON
DISPOSAL OF ASSETS
Governance
Health
Education & Welfare
Transport
Other Property & Services

NET RESULT

November 2010
Y-T-D Budget
$

(3,516)
0
0
6,278
0
2,762

0
0
0
6,278
0
6,278

3,762,352

3,546,959

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Attachments 8.5.1A
SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
OPERATING STATEMENT
FOR PERIOD 1 JULY TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
November
2010
Current Assets
Bank
Cash Advances
Receivables - Rates
Receivables - General
Inventories
Reserve Fund Investments
Total Current Assets

June
2010

2,149,932

1,147,448

314,728
263,266
10,131
810,860
3,548,917

0
263,266
8,762
1,005,468
2,424,944

289,180
0
91,592
380,772

474,955
0
123,023
597,978

3,168,145

1,826,966

Non Current Assets
Receivables
Investments - Non Current
Furniture & Equipment
Plant & Equipment
Tools
Land & Buildings
Infrastructure Assets
Total Non Current Assets

0
0
898,069
257,422
1,840,041
672
8,761,313
19,759,242

0
898,069
259,582
1,790,817
990
6,940,005
7,448,608
17,338,070

Non Current Liabilities
Provisions
Borrowings
Total Non Current Liabilities

26,198
1,177,062
1,203,260

26,198
1,177,062
1,203,260

Net Non Current Assets

18,555,982

16,134,810

Net Assets

21,724,128

17,961,776

20,913,268
810,860

16,956,308
1,005,468

21,724,128

17,961,776

Current Liabilities
Creditors and Provisions
Trust Creditors
Borrowings
Total Current Liabilities

Net Current Assets

Net Assets are Represented by:
Ratepayers' Equity
Accumulated Surplus/Deficit
Reserves
Change in Net Assets From Operations
Trust Creditor
Total Ratepayers'
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Attachments 8.5.1A
SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
November
2010
Y-T-D Actual
$

November 2010
Y-T-D Budget
$

2010/2011
Budget
$

Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Receipts
Rates
Grants and Subsidies - operating
Contributions, Reimbursements & Donations
User Charges
Interest Earnings
Goods and Services Tax
Other
Payments
Employee Costs
Materials and Contracts
Utilities (gas, electricity, water, etc)
Insurance
Interest
Goods and Services Tax
Other
Net Cash Provided By
Operating Activities
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Payments for Development of
Land Held for Resale
Payments for Purchase of
Property, Plant & Equipment
Payments for Construction of
Infrastructure
Grants/Contributions for the Development of
Assets
Proceeds from Self Supporting Loans
Proceeds from Sale of
Plant & Equipment
Net Cash Used in Investing Activities

2,946,892
292,530
48,299
479,086
42,017
60,224
2,000
3,871,049

2,745,417
376,974
0
348,856
22,362
8,333
8,333
3,510,275

2,995,000
904,737
0
837,255
53,668
20,000
20,000
4,830,660

(753,474)
(607,276)
(93,801)
(160,974)
3,351
(133,599)
(37,400)
(1,783,175)

(792,743)
(765,652)
(70,833)
(37,604)
(34,167)
(20,833)
(73,180)
(1,795,013)

(1,902,584)
(1,837,564)
(170,000)
(90,250)
(82,000)
(50,000)
(175,633)
(4,308,031)

2,087,874

1,715,262

522,629

0

(4,861,301)

(2,107,964)

(2,025,542)
0
(1,669,622)

(704,387)

0

893,869

1,598,922

3,837,413

666,607
(1,251,875)

0
236,742
(1,859,500)

0
568,181
(2,459,253)
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Attachments 8.5.1A

SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
November 2010
Y-T-D Actual
$
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Advances to Community Groups
Repayment of Debentures
Repayment of Finance Lease
Proceeds from Self Supporting Loan
Proceeds from Advance
Proceeds from New Debentures
Net Cash Provided By (Used In)
Financing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash Held
Cash at Beginning of Year
Cash at End of Year

0
(28,122)
0

November 2010
Y-T-D Budget
$

2010/2011
Budget
$

0

0
(51,260)
0
0
0

0
(123,023)
0
0
0

0

262,315

629,555

(28,122)

211,055

506,532

807,877
2,152,916
2,960,792

(595,872)
2,291,551
1,695,679

(1,430,092)
2,291,551
861,459

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Attachments 8.5.1A

SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE PERIOD OF 1 JULY 2010 T0 30 NOVEMBER 2010

November 2010
Y-T-D Actual
$
Operating
Revenues/Sources - (Note 1.2)
Governance
General Purpose Funding
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services
(Expenses)/(Applications) - (Note 1.2)
Governance
General Purpose Funding
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation & Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

November 2010
Y-T-D Budget
$

2010/2011
Budget
$

Variances
Budget to
Actual
Y-T-D
%

0
269,725
40,797
134,809
494,993
0
418,209
35,506
447,550
593,034
10,637
2,445,260

0
217,048
30,344
295,853
327,292
0
277,093
108,394
458,370
750,000
8,500
2,052,200

0
651,143
91,033
887,560
981,875
0
831,280
325,181
1,375,109
987,920
25,500
6,156,601

0.00
(0.58)
7.56
(63.55)
0.83
0.00
0.62
(73.79)
(21.89)
2.91
0.00
(12.33)

(61,186)
(18,605)
(105,260)
(50,656)
(26,702)
0
(333,876)
(281,156)
(617,058)
(162,110)
(89,720)
(1,746,330)

(62,087)
(122,974)
(140,203)
(72,810)
(44,057)
0
(346,861)
(297,230)
(626,547)
(604,830)
(3,750)
(2,206,576)

(124,174)
(295,138)
(336,487)
(174,743)
(105,736)
0
(832,466)
(713,352)
(1,253,093)
(1,451,593)
(9,000)
(5,295,782)

(1.45)
(84.87)
(24.92)
(30.43)
(39.39)
0.00
(3.74)
(5.41)
(1.51)
(73.20)
0.00
(24.08)
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Attachments 8.5.1A

SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE PERIOD OF 1 JULY 2010 T0 30 NOVEMBER 2010

Operating
Adjustments for Non-Cash
(Revenue) and Expenditure
(Profit)/Loss on Asset Disposals – (Note 4)
Movement in Accrued Interest
Movement in Accrued Salaries and Wages
Movement in Employee Provisions
Depreciation on Assets – (Note 2(a))
Capital Revenue and (Expenditure)
Purchase Land Held for Resale – (Note 3)
Purchase Land and Buildings
Purchase Infrastructure Assets - Roads & Bridges
Purchase Infrastructure Assets - Public Facilities
Purchase Infrastructure Assets - Footpaths
Purchase Plant and Equipment
Purchase Furniture and Equipment
Proceeds from Disposal of Assets (Note 4)
Repayment of Debentures – (Note 5)
Proceeds from New Debentures
Self-Supporting Loan Principal Income
Transfers to Reserves (Restricted Assets) – (Note 6)
Transfers from Reserves (Restricted Assets)
Net Current Assets July 1 B/Fwd – (Note 7)
Net Current Assets Year to Date
Amount Raised from Rates

November
2010
Y-T-D Actual
$

(2,762)
0
0
0
344,122

November
2010
Y-T-D Budget
$

1,117,024
2,624,689

(153,821)
0
0
0
297,353
0
(1,765,378)
(581,088)
(77,500)
(31,826)
(144,397)
(158,107)
(102,057)
236,742
(51,260)
262,315
0
(29,015)
107,288
0
569,167
1,152

(3,063,422)

(1,264,061)

0
(1,905,342)
(704,387)
0
0
(190,421)
(12,200)
49,818
(28,122)
0
0
(18,344)
212,951
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2010/2011
Budget
$

Variances
Budget to
Actual
Y-T-D
%

(369,170)
0
0
0
713,646

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
15.73

(4,236,908)
(1,394,612)
(186,000)
(76,382)
(346,552)
(379,456)
(244,937)
568,181
(123,023)
629,555
0
(69,635)
257,492

0.00
227.89
808.89
0.00
0.00
20.44
(88.05)
0
(45.14)
0.00
0.00
(36.78)
0.00

1,366,000
2,765

96.26
0.00
963

(3,033,747)
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Attachments 8.5.1A
SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITY
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
1. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The significant accounting policies which have been adopted in the preparation of this statement of financial
activity are:
a) Basis of Accounting
This statement has been prepared in accordance with applicable Australian Accounting Standards, other
mandatory professional reporting requirements and the Local Government Act 1995 (as amended) and
accompanying regulations (as amended).
b) The Local Government Reporting Entity
All funds through which the Council controls resources to carry on its functions have been included in this
statement.
In the process of reporting on the local government as a single unit, all transactions and balances between
those funds (for example, loans and transfers between Funds) have been eliminated.
All monies held in the Trust Fund are excluded from the statement, but a separate statement of those monies
appears at Note 9.
c) Rounding Off Figures
All figures shown in this statement, other than a rate in the dollar, are rounded to the nearest dollar.
d) Rates, Grants, Donations and Other Contributions
Rates, grants, donations and other contributions are recognised as revenues when the local government
obtains control over the assets comprising the contributions. Control over assets acquired from rates is
obtained at the commencement of the rating period or, where earlier, upon receipt of the rates.
e) Goods and Services Tax
In accordance with recommended practice, revenues, expenses and assets capitalised are stated net of any
GST recoverable. Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of applicable GST.
f) Fixed Assets
Property, plant and equipment and infrastructure assets are brought to account at cost or fair value less, where
applicable, any accumulated depreciation or amortisation and any accumulated impairment balances.
g) Depreciation of Non-Current Assets
All non-current assets having a limited useful life are systematically depreciated over their useful lives in a
manner which reflects the consumption of the future economic benefits embodied in those assets.
Depreciation is recognised on a straight-line basis, using rates which are reviewed each reporting period.
Major depreciation periods are:
Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Plant and Equipment
Sealed roads and streets
clearing and earthworks
construction/road base
original surfacing and

40 to 50 years
5 to 12 years
5 to 15 years
not depreciated
50 years
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Attachments 8.5.1A
SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)
original surfacing and major re-surfacing
- bituminous seals
- asphalt surfaces
Gravel roads
clearing and earthworks
construction/road base
gravel sheet
Formed roads (unsealed)
clearing and earthworks
construction/road base
Footpaths - slab
Sewerage piping
Water supply piping & drainage systems

12 years
20 years
not depreciated
50 years
7 years
not depreciated
50 years
20 years
75 years
75 years

h) Adoption of Australian Equivalents to International Financial Reporting
Standards (AIFRSs)
For reporting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2005, the Shire will be required to prepare its annual
financial report using Australian equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards and their related
pronouncements (AIFRSs) as issued by the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB).
As the AASB has prohibited the early adoption of the AIFRSs, the Shire will report for the first time in
compliance with AIFRSs in the annual financial report for the year ended 30 June 2006 (that is, the year
commencing1 July 2005 or this current budget year).
The Shire is required to prepare an opening balance sheet in accordance with AIFRSs as at 1 July2004. Most
adjustments required on transition to AIFRSs will be made retrospectively against opening retained earnings
on 1 July2004 in accordance with AIFRSs. Transitional adjustments relating to those standards for which
comparatives are not required will only be made with effect from 1 July 2005.
The transition to the AIFRSs has being managed via a process of education which includes technical training
and liaison with the Shire's auditors and industry groups. This has included a review of AIFRSs to determine
the effect on the Shire's existing accounting policies and treatments.
The annual financial report for the year ended 30 June 2005 will be prepared in accordance with Australian
Accounting Standards and other financial reporting requirements (Australian GAAP). The differences between
Australian GAAP and AIFRSs identified to date as potentially having significant effect on the Shire are not
considered to have an impact on the budget for the year ended 30 June2006 due to the following factors:
- underlying budget is cash driven and is concerned with forecast sources and applications of funds; and
- a review has determined balances relating to the net current asset position brought forward as at 1 July
2005 are not likely to be affected.
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Attachments 8.5.1A
SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)
2. STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE
In order to discharge its responsibilities to the community, the Shire has developed a set of operational and
financial objectives. These objectives have been established both on an overall basis and for each of its broad
activities/programs.
Council operations as disclosed in this statement encompass the following service orientated
activities/programs:
GOVERNANCE
Administration and operation of facilities and services to members of Council. Includes all costs
associated with elected members along with the allocation of expenses for the Chief Executive
Officer and staff in the administration of Council.
GENERAL PURPOSE FUNDING
Include rate revenue, general purpose grants, interest revenue and expenditure.
LAW, ORDER, PUBLIC SAFETY
Supervision of various local laws, fire prevention, emergency services and animal control. As of the 2003/04
financial year Council is responsible for the collection of the Emergency Services Levy on behalf of FESA.
HEALTH
Food quality and pest control, immunisation services, operation of Health Clinic and general health
administration.
Council resource shares its Environmental Health Officer with the Shire of Wandering for Health and Building
services one day a week.
EDUCATION AND WELFARE
Operation of Senior Citizens centre and Independent Care Units. Assistance to playgroups and other
voluntary services.
HOUSING
Maintenance of non administrative staff and rental housing. Previously reported under Other Property and
Services.
COMMUNITY AMENITIES
Rubbish Collection Services, operation of refuse site, administration of the Town Planning Scheme,
maintenance of cemeteries and public conveniences. The budget includes the rehabilitation of the River Road
refuse site.
RECREATION AND CULTURE
Maintenance of the Town Hall, Swimming Pool, Recreation reserve and associated facilities. Library
operations and general maintenance of all parks and reserves.
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Attachments 8.5.1A
SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)
TRANSPORT
Construction and maintenance of streets, roads and bridges. Cleaning and lighting of streets, and depot
maintenance.
ECONOMIC SERVICES
Operation of the Caravan Park. Promotion of tourism and business and provision of building services.
OTHER PROPERTY & SERVICES
Private works operations, plant repairs and works overheads.
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Attachments 8.5.1A
SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITY
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010

3. ACQUISITION OF ASSETS

November 201
Y-T-D Actual
$

2010/2011
Budget
$

The following assets have been acquired during
the period under review:
By Program
Governance

99,890

302,988

General Purpose Funding
Law, Order, Public Safety

0
32,674

58,570

782,528

1,770,276

1,033,744

1,631,451

1,287

28,850

Community Amenities

26,106

317,000

Recreation and Culture

27,124

256,025

770,323

2,435,487

38,674

64,200

0

0

2,812,351

6,864,847

0
1,905,342
704,387
190,421
12,200
2,812,351

0
4,236,908
2,003,546
379,456
244,937
6,864,847

Health
Education and Welfare
Housing

Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

By Class
Land Held for Resale
Land and Buildings
Infrastructure Assets - Roads
Plant and Equipment
Furniture and Equipment

A detailed breakdown of acquisitions on an individual asset basis can be found in
the supplementary information attached to this statement as follows:
- plant replacement programme
- other assets
- road replacement programme
- other infrastructure
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SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITY
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
4. DISPOSALS OF ASSETS
Net Book Value
By Program
Governance
CEO Statesman BT0

28,971

Sale Proceeds
November 2010
Actual
$
25,455

Profit(Loss)
November 2010
Actual
$
(3,516)
0

Health
0
0
0
0
Transport
MWS Holden Colorado BT06

By Class
Plant & Equipment
MWS Holden Colorado BT06
CEO Statesman BT0

18,086

24,364

6,278

47,056

49,818

2,762

18,086
28,971

24,364
25,455

6,278
(3,516)

47,056

49,818

2,762

Furniture & Equipment
Land held for Resale

Actual $
Summary
Profit on Asset Disposals
Loss on Asset Disposals

6,278
(3,516)
2,762
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Attachments 8.5.1A
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE BUDGET
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2010
Principal
01-Jul-10
5. INFORMATION
BORROWINGS

New
Loans
Actual

New
Loans
Budget

ON

(a) Debenture Repayments
Particulars
Health
83 Doctor's Residence
Education & Welfare
99 Aged Care Housing Develop
100 Childcare Centre
Housing
77 Johnstone Street
91 Executive Residence
94 House - Pecan Place
97 House - Hill Street
Community Amenities
81 Refuse Site
Recreation & Culture
Transport
92 Vacant Block Bannister Rd
85 Purchase of Grader
86 Purchase of Tractor
87 Purchase of Grader
89 Purchase of 6 x 4 Truck

111,568

Principal
Repayments
2010/11
Actual
$

3,127

Principal
Outstanding

2010/11
Budget
$

6,356

3,540
3,734
3,787

39,455

177,931
42,969
17,647
37,516
51,281
1,300,085

6,690
2,741

629,555

4,504
28,123

2010/11
Budget
$

102,085

105,212

400,000
229,555

400,000
229,555

7,198
28,605
7,589
7,696

15,890
173,096
288,781
292,864

15,890
173,096
288,781
292,864

6,744

32,710

32,710

20,692
13,562
5,559
9,885
9,137
123,023

157,239
22,717
9,346
27,632
37,641
1,789,556

157,239
29,407
12,087
27,632
42,145
1,806,618

400,000
229,555
23,088
201,699
300,560
296,370

2010/11
Actual
$

Interest
Repayments
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2010/11
Actual
$

2010/11
Budget
$

3,665

7,227

768

1,418
12,495
19,178
19,449

8,772
8,896

2,914

1,169
497
1,487
25,254

11,677
2,156
916
2,256
2,846
82,532
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE BUDGET
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2010
Amount Borrowed
5. INFORMATION ON
BORROWINGS (Continued)
New Debentures - 20009/10
Particulars/Purpose
99 Aged Care Housing
100 Childcare Centre

Actual

Institution

Loan
Type

Term
(Years)

Budget

400,000
229,555

Treasury
Treasury

Fixed
Fixed

15
15

Total
Interest &
Charges

215,000
123,500

Interest
Rate

Amount Used
Actual

6.19%
6.19%

Budget

Balance
Unspent
$

400,000
229,555

629,555

(c)
(d)

Unspent Debentures
Council had no unspent debenture funds as at 30th June 2009 nor is it expected to have unspent debenture funds as at 30th June 2010.
Overdraft
Council may require the use of an overdraft facility during the financial year of up to $500,000 with the National Australia Bank
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SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE BUDGET
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
6. RESERVES Cash Backed Reserves
(a) Leave Reserve
Opening Balance
Amount Set Aside / Transfer to Reserve
Amount transferred from Municipal Fund
Amount Used / Transfer from Reserve

(b) Plant Reserve
Opening Balance
Amount Set Aside / Transfer to Reserve
Amount Used / Transfer from Reserve

November 2010
Actual
$
191,453
2,714

192,972
5,055
20,000

194,167

218,027

107,344
2,060

104,349
3,838
0
108,187

109,404
(c) Building Reserve
Opening Balance
Amount Set Aside / Transfer to Reserve
Amount Used / Transfer from Reserve

162,967
3,129
166,096

(d) Local Organisation Assistance
Opening Balance
Amount Set Aside / Transfer to Reserve
Amount transferred from Munici[pal Fund
Amount Used / Transfer from Reserve

29,712
512

30,224
(e) Aged Housing Reserve
Opening Balance
Amount Set Aside / Transfer to Reserve
Amount transferred from Municipal Fund
Amount Used / Transfer to Reserve

(f)

Refuse Site Reserve
Opening Balance
Amount Set Aside / Transfer to Reserve
Amount Used / Transfer to Reserve

(g) District High School Resource Sharing Reserve
Opening Balance
Amount Set Aside / Transfer to Reserve
Amount Used / Transfer to Reserve

2010/2011
Budget
$

39,178
635

158,423
5,829
0
164,252

25,914
953
3,147
0
30,014

39,813

42,437
1,183
9,321
0
52,941

55,741
1,071

54,188
1,994

56,812

56,182

20,882
635

20,302
1,183

21,517

21,485
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SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE BUDGET
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2009 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
6. RESERVES (Continued)
(h)

(i)

(j)

Boddington Centenary Celebrations
Opening Balance
Amount Set Aside / Transfer to Reserve
Amount transferred from
Amount Used / Transfer to Reserve

Boddington Gold Mine Expansion Reserve
Opening Balance
Amount Set Aside / Transfer to Reserve
Amount Used / Transfer to Reserve

Child Care Reserve
Opening Balance
Amount Set Aside / Transfer to Reserve
Amount Used / Transfer to Reserve

November 2010
Actual
$

2009/2010
Budget
$

15,539
241

15,480
448
3,001

15,780

18,929

339,577
6,520
(212,951)
133,146

339,000
12,144
212,951
138,193

43,074
827
0
43,901

43,000
1,541
44,541
0

All of the above reserve accounts are supported by money held in financial institutions
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SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE BUDGET
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
6. RESERVES (Continued)
Summary of Transfers
To Cash Backed Reserves
Transfers to Reserves
Leave Reserve
Plant Replacement Reserve
Building Reserve
Local organisation Assistance
Aged Housing reserve
Refuse Site Reserve
District High School Resource Sharing Reserve
Boddington Centenary Celebrations
Boddington Gold Mine Expansion Reserve
Medical Centre Reserve
Child Care Reserve

Transfers from Reserves
Leave Reserve
Plant Reserve
Building Reserve
Local organisation Assistance
Aged Housing reserve
Refuse Site Reserve
District High School Resource Sharing Reserve
Boddington Centenary Celebrations
Boddington Gold Mine Expansion Reserve
Childcare Centre
Medical Centre Reserve

Total Transfer to/(from) Reserves

November 2010
Actual
$

2010/2011
Budget
$

2,714
2,060
3,129
512
635
1,071
635
241
6,520
827
0
18,344

5,055
3,838
5,829
953
1,183
1,994
1,183
448
12,144
1,541
0
34,168

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(212,951)
0
0
(212,951)

20,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
212,951
44,541
0
277,492

(194,607)

311,660
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SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITY
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
6. RESERVES (Continued)
In accordance with council resolutions in relation to each reserve account, the purpose for which the
reserves are set aside are as follows:
(a)

Long Service Leave Reserve
Funding of employee's Long Service Leave entitlements.

(b)

Plant Replacement Reserve
Purchase of new or secondhand plant & equipment.

(c)

Building Reserve
To help fund capital expenditure of buildings.

(d)

Local Organisations Assistance Reserve
Funding of local organisations projects as per Council policy.

(e)

Aged Housing Reserve
Funding of future aged housing developments.

(f)

Refuse Site Reserve
All surplus income over expenditure for Sanitation at the end of each financial year is
transferred to this reserve and is used for the establishment and operation of the new refuse
site.

(g)

BDH Resource Sharing Reserve
Council has entered a resource sharing agreement with the Education Department in relation
to the usage of Shire recreational facilities by the Boddington District High School (BDH). The
agreement entails the transfer of a depreciation based calculation to reserve each year for the
ongoing. Maintenance and reconstruction of the resources shared.

(h)

Boddington Centenary Celebrations
Funds set aside annually to provide for a Shire contribution to events or projects designed to
celebrate the centenary of Boddington in 2012.
All reserves except those specifically mentioned above are not expected to be used within a
set period as further transfers to the reserve accounts are expected as funds are utilised.

(i)

Boddington Gold Mine Expansion Reserve
Funding has been received from the Department of Infrastructure and Resources and Council
has put aside funds to assist with costs directly incurred as a result of the Boddington Gold
Mine Expansion.

(i)

Child Care Reserve
To help fund capital expenditure for a child care centre building.

(j)

Medical Centre Reserve
To help fund capital expenditure for a new medical centre building.
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FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
November 2010
Actual
$
7. NET CURRENT ASSETS

Brought
Forward
01-Jul
$

Composition of Estimated
Net Current Asset Position
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash – Restricted
Cash - UnRestricted
Reserves
Receivables
Inventories

411,244
1,738,689
810,860
577,994
10,131
3,548,917

951,563
195,884
1,005,468
263,270
8,762
2,424,947

(113,368)

(302,455)

3,435,549

2,122,492

(810,860)

(1,005,468)

2,624,689

1,117,024

LESS: CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors and Provisions

Less: Cash - Reserves
NET CURRENT ASSET POSITION
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Rate in
$
8. RATING INFORMATION
RATE TYPE
Differential General Rate
GRV - Urban
UV - Rural & Mining

$
6.002500
0.004070

Sub-Totals
Minimum Rates
GRV - Urban
UV - Rural & Mining
Sub-Totals

SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE BUDGET
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
BUDGET
Number of
Rateable
2010/2011
2010/2011
Properties
Value
Rate
Interim
$
Revenue
Rates

Minimum
$
720
730

2010/2011
Back
Rates
$

$

354
352

37,906,020
189,666,653

2,253,748
664,292

13,770
0

706

227,572,673

2,918,040

13,770

190
173
363

2010/
Total
Revenue
$

0

136,800
126,290
0

263,090

0

Sub-Total
Specified Area Rates
Discounts
Totals

0

2009/2010
Budget
$

2,239,978
664,292

2,186,168
707,183

2,904,270

2,893,351

136,800
126,290

136,800
126,290

263,090

263,290

3,181,130

3,156,441

-

-

(117,709)

(122,693)

3,063,421

3,033,748

All land except exempt land in the Shire of Boddington is rated according to its Gross Rental Value (GRV) in townsites or Unimproved Value (UV) in all the remainder of the Shire.
The general rates detailed above for the 2008/09 financial year have been determined by Council on the basis of raising the revenue required to meet the deficiency between the total
estimated expenditure proposed in the budget and the estimated revenue to be received from all sources other than rates and also bearing considering the extent of any increase in rating
over the level adopted in the previous year.
The minimum rates have been determined by Council on the basis that all ratepayers must make a reasonable contribution to the cost of the Local Government services/facilities.
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SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE BUDGET
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
9. TRUST FUNDS

Funds held at balance date over which the Municipality has no control and which are
not included in this statement are as follows:

Detail
Bonds - Sub-divisions
Bonds - Standpipes
Bonds - Other
Bonds – I C Units
Kerb Deposits
Boddington Dev Group
Refuse Site Keys
Public Open Space
BCTIF Levy
BRB Levy
Police Licensing

Balance
01-Jul
$
46,409
150
6,968
736
21,000
502
400
302,356
232
39
0
378,792

Amounts
Received
$

Amounts Paid
$

300
907

100
2,400

15,000

3,000

3,070
1,333
298,523

12,319
1,874
767
298,523
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Balance
$
46,409
350
5,475
736
33,000
502
400
290,037
1,429
606
0
378,943
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SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE BUDGET
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010
10. NOTES

TO THE STATEMENT OF CASH

FLOWS

November 2010
Y-T-D
$

2010/2011
Budget
$

(a) Reconciliation of Cash
For the purpose of the statement of cash flows,
cash includes cash on hand and in banks and
investments, net of outstanding bank overdrafts.
Estimated cash at the end of reporting period is
as follows:
Cash - Unrestricted
Cash – Restricted

1,738,689
1,222,104
2,960,792

0
861,459
861,459

Leave Reserve
Plant Replacement Reserve
Building Reserve
Local Organisation Assistance
Aged Housing Reserve
Refuse Site Reserve
District High School Resource Sharing Reserve
Boddington Centenary Celebrations
Boddington Gold Mine Expansion Reserve
Medical Centre Reserve
Child Care Reserve
Restricted Cash

194,167
109,404
166,096
30,224
39,813
56,812
21,517
15,780
133,146
43,901
0
411,244
1,222,103

218,027
108,187
164,252
30,014
52,941
56,182
21,969
18,929
138,193
0
0
0
808,694

3,762,352

3,894,567

0
344,122
(2,762)
(151,003)
(277,493)
0
(73,375)

0
713,646
(369,170)
69,944
18,000
25,055
8,000

(893,869)
2,149,932

(3,837,413)
522,629

500,000
0
500,000

500,000
0
500,000

(b)Reconciliation of Net Cash Provided by
Operating Activities to Net Result
Net Result
Amortisation
Depreciation
(Profit)/Loss on Sale of Asset
(Increase)/Decrease in Receivables
Increase(Decrease) in Payables
Increase/(Decrease) in Employee Provisions
Increase/Decrease in GST
Grants/Contributions for the Development of
Assets
Net Cash from Operating Activities
(c) Credit Standby Arrangements
Bank Overdraft Limit
Bank Overdraft at Balance Due
Total Amount of Credit Unused
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SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE BUDGET
FOR THE PERIOD 1 JULY 2010 TO 30 NOVEMBER 2010

11.BUDGET VARIANCE REPORT FROM THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITY

The Shire of Boddington has
agreed to report variances of
10% or more. The variances
reported in the Statement of
Financial Activity shown at page
5 are explained as follows:

Variances
Budget to
Actual Y-T-D
%

Material
Variances

Operating
Revenues/Sources
Governance
General Purpose Funding
Law, Order, Public Safety

0.00
0.58
7.56

Health

63.55

Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

0.83
0.00
0.62
73.79
21.89
2.91
0.00
12.33

Administration Allocations required
Financial Assistance Grants not all received
No requirement to report variance
Medical Centre funding less than budgeted due to
R4R changes
No requirement to report variance
No requirement to report variance
Effluent disposal fees higher than budgeted
Recreation centre grant not received
Next round Road Funding not received
No requirement to report variance
No requirement to report variance
Average

(Expenses)/(Applications)
1.45

Governance
General Purpose Funding
Law, Order, Public Safety

0.00

No requirement to report variance
Administration and Valuation expenses lower than
budgeted
Bushfire Operations expenditure less than budgeted
YTD expenses lower than budgeted. New Medical
Centre not operational
YTD expenses lower than budgeted Childcare
Centre not operational
No requirement to report variance
No requirement to report variance
Maintenance costs lower than budgeted
No requirement to report variance
Hotham Catchment less than budgeted
Hotham Way less than budgeted
No requirement to report variance

24.08

Average

84.87
24.92
30.43

Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation & Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

39.39
0.00
3.74
5.41
1.51
73.20
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November 2010

October 2010

2009/2010

Current Ratio

14.282

19.383

2.752

Untied Cash to Unpaid Trade Creditors Ratio

66.726

48.050

0.801

Debt Ratio

0.068

0.067

0.091

Debt Service Ratio

0.012

0.005

0.038

Gross Debt to Revenue Ratio

0.275

0.268

0.302

Economically Realisable Assets Ratio

0.083

0.075

0.106

Rate Coverage Ratio

0.558

0.597

0.367

Outstanding Rates Ratio

0.058

0.083

0.029

12 FINANCIAL RATIOS

Gross Debt to

The above ratios are calculated as follows:
Current Ratio

Untied Cash to Unpaid Trade Creditors Ratio

Debt Ratio

current assets minus restricted current assets
current liabilities minus liabilities associated
with restricted assets
untied cash
unpaid trade creditors
total liabilities
total assets

Debt Service Ratio

debt service cost
available operating revenue

Gross Debt to Revenue Ratio

Gross Debt to
Economically Realisable Assets Ratio

gross debt
total revenue
gross debt
economically realisable assets

Rate Coverage Ratio

net rate revenue
operating revenue

Outstanding Rates Ratio

rates outstanding
rates collectable
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SUMMARY OF RECONCILIATIONS 30 JUNE 2010
CASH

November 2010

Balance Municipal Account

October 2010

2009/10

301,129.25

694,153.56

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

Balance Cash Management

873,353.82

1,119,617.91

10,559.71

Balance Restricted Funds

411,243.83

520,868.69

947,066.43

Balance Trust Account

379,003.47

378,943.18

378,792.07

Balance Reserve Account

810,859.95

810,859.95

1,005,467.97

Balance in Term Deposit

OUTSTANDING DEBTORS
TOTAL

November 2010

October 2010

1,146,308.30

2009/10

171,120.79

499,229.70

131,522.10

Greater than 60 DAYS

4,528.25

17,240.61

12,528.00

Greater than 90 DAYS

25,060.41

33,967.75

3,896.27

OUTSTANDING RATES
TOTAL

November 2010

October 2010

2009/10

199,076.64

279,173.29

49,732.42

Greater than 1 YEAR

28,154.79

28,838.94

38,579.59

Greater than 2 YEAR

7,052.96

7,052.96

5,360.85

Greater than 3 YEAR

5,624.61

5,624.61

5,624.61
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CHQ/EFT
942

DATE
09/11/2010

NAME
MIHAI TATARU

DESCRIPTION
REFUND KERB BOND BL2655 A246 85 HOTHAM

943

29/11/2010

SUSAN JOY HENRICKSON

REFUND KEY BOND TOWN HALL
TOTAL TRUST

AMOUNT
2,000.00
100.00
2,100.00

EFT8782

03/11/2010

NC & CF WILLIAMS

REIMBURSE FOR PARTS

EFT8783

03/11/2010

EDGE PLANNING & PROPERTY

TOWN PLANNING SERVICES 17/10/2010 TO 30/10/2010

EFT8784

03/11/2010

DA DILLON/ JT & KR CALLAGHAN

RENT FOR 26C HOTHAM AVE FOR DSP FROM 21/10/2010 TO 03/11/2010

800.00

EFT8785

03/11/2010

BODDINGTON MOTEL

ACCOMMODATION S. THOMPSON 02/11/2010 TO 30/11/2010

400.00

EFT8786

08/11/2010

T-QUIP

1 X PLASTIC CHUTE BLOWER TOP109-1134

412.55

EFT8787

08/11/2010

CROSSMAN HOT WATER

WORKS TO WASTE PIPES FROM SEPTIC'S TO SEWER AT PLAYGROUP

490.60

EFT8788

08/11/2010

LGIS WORKCARE

2ND INSTALMENT LGIS WORKCARE SCHEME CONTRIBUTION

EFT8789

08/11/2010

TRU-BLU HIRE

HIRE OF ROLLER & TRAILER 30/09/2010 TO 12/10/2010

EFT8790

08/11/2010

LGIS LIABILITY

50% LGIS LIABILITY SCHEME CONTRIBUTION

EFT8791

08/11/2010

PINK HYGIENE SOLUTIONS

SANITARY DISPOSAL SERVICE AGREEMENT 01/11/2010 TO 31/10/2011

EFT8792

08/11/2010

BODDINGTON MINI SKIPS

RECYCLE BIN EMPTY BODD TOWN OVAL 08/10/20

EFT8793

08/11/2010

GARY HALL

SUPPLY & INSTALL FENCING AT CARAVAN PARK

EFT8795

08/11/2010

OCLC (UK) Ltd

AMLIB TRAINING

440.00

EFT8796

08/11/2010

ROLYN ELECTRICAL SERVICES PTY LTD

REPLACE RCD FOR BBQ. DUE TO BOX FILLING WITH WATER FROM RETIC.

115.39

EFT8797

08/11/2010

KMC GROUP

PROGRESS PAYMENT NO#14

EFT8798

08/11/2010

PEEL COMMUNITY DEVEL. GROUP INC

ATTENDANCE AT CHANGING FACE OF PEEL FORUM J. ALLERT 22/10/2010

EFT8799

08/11/2010

ECOMIST SWAN

DESERT WASHROOM CLEANER

EFT8800

08/11/2010

ROCKINGHAM HOLDEN

NEW VEHICLE CHANGE OVER CEO

EFT8801

08/11/2010

RIVERLEA CORPORATION

SUPPLY OF DRAINAGE & ASSOCIATED WORKS MAIN STREET UPGRADE

EFT8802

08/11/2010

BEM CONTRACT

FREIGHT PICK-UP FROM BAILEYS KWINANA TO DEPOT 06/10/2010

EFT8803

08/11/2010

ANL LIGHTING AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

6 X VANDALITE 18W VANDAL PROOF LIGHTNING UNITS

1,003.37

EFT8804

08/11/2010

AVON WASTE

1174 X DOMESTIC, 242 COMMERICIAL RUBBISH REMOVAL

1,909.70

EFT8805

08/11/2010

COURIER AUSTRALIA

VARIOUS FREIGHT CHARGES OCT 2010

EFT8806

08/11/2010

HOEK, ELIZABETH

COUNCIL MEETING ATTENDANCE JULY - SEPT 2010
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56.70
5,505.61

28,314.00
1,120.00
10,345.50
1,799.03
132.00
1,829.30

222,796.27
22.00
136.40
15,864.07
213,133.16
379.50

63.96
2,107.14
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CHQ/EFT
EFT8807

DATE
08/11/2010

NAME
WALGA

DESCRIPTION
ADVERT TENDER CHILDACRE CENTRE WEST AUST

EFT8808

08/11/2010

TELFORD INDUSTRIES

ACCU-TAB BLUE 25 KG NOV 2010

EFT8809

08/11/2010

WESTRAC EQUIPMENT WA PTY LTD

VARIOUS ITEMS

EFT8810

08/11/2010

LEISURE INSTITUTE OF WA AQUATICS

POOL MANAGERS SEMINAR

EFT8811

08/11/2010

LANDMARK ENGINEERING & DESIGN

HOTHAM DRINKING FOUNTAIN PUSH BUTTON ASSEMBLIES

665.50

EFT8812

08/11/2010

VISIMAX

BODD TOWN BRIGADE FIRE EQUIPMENT

552.45

EFT8813

11/11/2010

SGS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

REPORT ON PAVEMENT INVESTIGATION OF TRUCK TURNING AREA,

7,755.00

EFT8814

16/11/2010

WARREN BLACKWOOD WASTE

651 X 2 BDT 240L RECYCLE BIN COLLECTION

6,016.71

EFT8815

16/11/2010

AUSTRALIA POST

VARIOUS POSTAGE CHARGES

EFT8816

16/11/2010

LOCAL GOVT. MANAGERS AUSTRALIA

LGMA ANNUAL STATE CONFERENCE

EFT8817

16/11/2010

YAKKA PTY LTD

CLOTHING

182.50

EFT8818

16/11/2010

RAYLEX (AUST) PTY LTD

2 X 7PIPLRW L/SL POLO SIZE L, 2 X 7SPPR S/SL POLO SIZE S & FREIGHT

111.00

EFT8819

16/11/2010

LANDGATE

MINING TENEMENTS CHARGEABLE SCHEDULE NO. M2010/9

32.30

EFT8820

16/11/2010

BODDINGTON TYRE SERVICE

1 X GRADER TYRE REPAIR

45.00

EFT8821

16/11/2010

KLEEN WEST DISTRIBUTORS

VARIOUS ITEMS

EFT8822

16/11/2010

D.E.C.

TICKET TO TIDY TOWNS SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES STATE AWARD

EFT8823

16/11/2010

ABCO PRODUCTS

PUREGIENE ULTRALINE TOWEL DISPENSER WHITE METAL

EFT8824

16/11/2010

BODDINGTON HARDWARE

VARIOUS HARDWARE PURCHASES OCT 2010

3,236.77

EFT8825

16/11/2010

BODDINGTON MINI SKIPS

STREET BIN COLLECTION

1,136.96

EFT8826

16/11/2010

PHOENIX SHUTDOWN SERVICES P/L

FIT TOOL BOXES ON BT030 BMO VEHICLE

3,144.02

EFT8827

16/11/2010

DATA#3 LIMITED

SOFTWARE

EFT8828

16/11/2010

CARSTAIRS SIGNS

HOTHAM WAY TOURIST ROUTE PINJARRA" SIGN

EFT8829

16/11/2010

CLARE HOLMES GRAPHIC DESIGN

RESIZE IRSA ROAD SAFETY ADVERTS

EFT8830

16/11/2010

BODDINGTON MECHANICAL

REPAIR OIL LEAK ON CAT 12H GRADER GEAR BOX

EFT8831

16/11/2010

COMPLETE OFFICE SUPPLIES

4 X BINDERS FROM BACK ORDER

EFT8832
EFT8833

16/11/2010
16/11/2010

BODDINGTON IGA
BAILEYS FERTILISERS

VARIOUS PURCHASES OCT 2010
SOIL ANALYSIS TOWN OVAL

EFT8834

16/11/2010

DOOR EMERGENCY AUSTRALIA

SUPPLY & INSTALL ROLLER DOORS

Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of the Shire of Boddington held on
th
Tuesday 14 December 2010

AMOUNT
1,147.79
3,292.48
669.82
50.00

609.64
2,020.00

314.16
70.00
350.86

14,538.04
-1740.00
99.00
412.50
15.35
1,038.11
176.00
715.00
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Attachments 8.5.1A
LIST OF PAYMENTS NOVEMBER 2010
CHQ/EFT
EFT8835

DATE
16/11/2010

NAME
AVON WASTE

DESCRIPTION
1172 X DOMESTIC, 242 COMMERCIAL RUBBISH REMOVAL

EFT8836

16/11/2010

BODDINGTON SERVICE STATION

SUPPLY PUMP COUPLING

EFT8837

16/11/2010

BOC GASES

CYLINDER RENTAL

EFT8838

16/11/2010

CHADSON ENGINEERING PTY LTD

50M HAVETEC CONTOUR GRATE 300MM

4,854.13

EFT8839

16/11/2010

GREG DAY MOTORS

VARIOUS FUEL PURCHASES OCT 2010

7,423.75

EFT8840

16/11/2010

KLEENHEAT GAS

2 X 210KG BULK TANKS OCT 2010

986.46

EFT8841

16/11/2010

WALGA

J. ALLERT STRATEGIC PLANNING & FINANCIAL REPORTS & BUDGETS

790.00

EFT8842

16/11/2010

TELFORD INDUSTRIES

SERVICE & REPAIRS TO ACCU-TAB CHLORINATOR

EFT8843

16/11/2010

SHIRE OF WANDERING

USE OF WANDERING REFUSE SITE BY AVON WASTE JULY - SEPT 2010

960.00

EFT8844

16/11/2010

FITZGERALD STRATEGIES

TRAVEL EXPENSES MEETING WITH MANAGEMENT

273.50

EFT8845

16/11/2010

SHIRE OF MURRAY

ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR SEPTEMBER 2010

EFT8846

16/11/2010

BODDINGTON STORE

VARIOUS STATIONARY PURCHASES

EFT8847

16/11/2010

BODDINGTON SES

REIMBURSEMENTS

1,683.82

EFT8848

16/11/2010

WORK CLOBBER

CLOTHING

2,038.50

EFT8849

16/11/2010

A & P REID CONTRACTING

WORK & SUPPLIES TO IMPROVE DRAINAGE

907.50

EFT8850

16/11/2010

THE LOCK MAN

REPAIRS & REPLACE LOCKS TO PAVILLION

447.50

EFT8851

16/11/2010

NEAT N' TRIM UNIFORMS PTY LTD

UNIFORMS K. FITZGERALD

EFT8852

17/11/2010

WESTERN POWER

SP032376 PROVIDE POWER SUPPLY L165 FORREST ST

EFT8853

17/11/2010

JAMES DOUTHWAITE

REIMBURSE TRAVEL TO ROCKINGHAM & RETURN

EFT8854

17/11/2010

EDGE PLANNING & PROPERTY

TOWN PLANNING SERVICES 31/10/2010 TO 13/11/2010

EFT8855

17/11/2010

DAVID JAMES FENCING & GATES

FENCING & GATES CHILDCARE CENTRE

EFT8856

17/11/2010

DA DILLON/ JT & KR CALLAGHAN

RENT FOR 26C HOTHAM AVE FROM 04/11/2010 TO 17/11/2010

800.00

EFT8857

26/11/2010

ESPLANADE HOTEL

ACCOMMODATION & MEALS LGMA CONFERENCE

756.90

EFT8858

26/11/2010

I SWEEP TOWN & COUNTRY

STREET SWEEPING

EFT8859

26/11/2010

CROSSMAN HOT WATER

LOCATE & REPAIR LEAKING WATER MAIN 25 JOHNSTONE ST

99.00

EFT8860

26/11/2010

LANDGATE

LAND ENQUIRIES

38.00

EFT8861

26/11/2010

GARRY REID

TIDY TOWNS AWARD WINNER NOV 2010

Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of the Shire of Boddington held on
th
Tuesday 14 December 2010

AMOUNT
2,017.04
197.45
45.97

6,987.97

3,557.13
484.60

695.00
40,153.00
194.76
5,524.82
10,160.00

1,584.00

100.00
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Attachments 8.5.1A
LIST OF PAYMENTS NOVEMBER 2010
CHQ/EFT
EFT8862

DATE
26/11/2010

NAME
BODDINGTON WINDSCREENS

DESCRIPTION
SUPPLY & FIT WINDSCREEN

EFT8863

26/11/2010

TRU-BLU HIRE

HIRE SCISSOR LIFT PLUS DELIVERY & PICKUP

212.30

EFT8864

26/11/2010

KLEEN WEST DISTRIBUTORS

VARIOUS ITEMS

127.05

EFT8865

26/11/2010

ABCO PRODUCTS

VARIOUS ITEMS

529.06

EFT8866

26/11/2010

PORTER CONSULTING ENGINEERS

CLAIM FOR CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION LOT9000 ASSAY TCE

EFT8867
EFT8868

26/11/2010
26/11/2010

LINC
DTF - SHARED SERVICES

DESIGN, ARTWORK & PRINT STICKERS FOR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
RECOVERY OF LOST DAMAGED BOOKS

EFT8869

26/11/2010

LAWFIELD LEGAL PRACTICE

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED

EFT8870

26/11/2010

ROLYN ELECTRICAL SERVICES PTY LTD

RELOCATE POWER BOX & POLE IN CENTRAL PARK

EFT8871

26/11/2010

COLLIE COMMUNITY B/CASTING ASSOC.

SPONSORSHIP OF COLLIE COMMUNITY BROADCASTING FOR IRSA

EFT8872

26/11/2010

BITUMEN SURFACING

2 COAT SEAL 2566M3 10M X 7MM @ $3.50M3 SPRAY & COVER

9,879.10

EFT8873

26/11/2010

SCOTT MARSHALL CONTRACTING

FORM SUPPLY & LAY CONCRETE PAD 6.4MX3.25MX0.1M THICK

2,415.00

EFT8874

26/11/2010

CORRECT LINE CONTRACTING

CONSTRUCT DRAINAGE AS PER QUOTE DATED 22/09/2010 LOT87 ASSAY TCE

EFT8875

26/11/2010

DNZ CARPENTRY

SUPPLY & INSTAL BOARDS AT BASE OF VERANDA CHILDCARE CENTRE

4,570.00

EFT8876

26/11/2010

AVON WASTE

1172 X DOMESTIC, 242 COMMERCIAL RUBBISH REMOVAL

1,907.04

EFT8877

26/11/2010

COURIER AUSTRALIA

VARIOUS FREIGHT CHARGES NOV 2010

EFT8878

26/11/2010

GREG DAY MOTORS

200 LT DRUM OF KEROSENE

775.00

EFT8879

26/11/2010

HERSEY, JR & A

VARIOUS PURCHASES

477.40

EFT8880

26/11/2010

IT VISION

CREATE EXCEL USER REPORT TO CALCULATE DEPRECIATION IN SYNERGY

187.00

EFT8881

26/11/2010

WALGA

VARIOUS ADVERTISING ACCT POSITION WEST AUSTRALIAN

5,116.80

EFT8882

26/11/2010

SIGMA CHEMICALS

SUPPLY POOL CHEMICALS

2,406.21

EFT8883

26/11/2010

TELFORD INDUSTRIES

TAPPING BAND & REDUCING BUSH POLY SCREW FOR PIPE WORK

289.85

EFT8884

26/11/2010

WESTRAC EQUIPMENT WA PTY LTD

1 X PRIMARY & 1 X SECONDARY AIR CLEANER

157.77

EFT8885

26/11/2010

WEST COUNTRY OFFICE MACHINES

MAINTENANCE CONTRACT FOR METER READING IRC5185

EFT8886

26/11/2010

FESA

2010/11 ESL IN ACCORDANCE WITH FESA ACT 1998

EFT8887

26/11/2010

SHIRE OF MURRAY

ASSEST MANAGEMENT SERVICES 51.75HRS @ $65/HR

EFT8888

26/11/2010

SYLVANIA LIGHTING AUSTRALIASIA

12 X HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM GLOBES HPS 70W ES CTD SHP70/CO/1

288.16

EFT8889

26/11/2010

BODDINGTON CRC

1200 X TRIFOLD A4 TO DL BUSH FIRE NOTICES

100.00

Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of the Shire of Boddington held on
th
Tuesday 14 December 2010

AMOUNT
440.00

2,200.00
869.00
22.00
3,600.00
892.23
500.00

28,713.08

53.46

1,273.90
950.00
3,700.13
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Attachments 8.5.1A
LIST OF PAYMENTS NOVEMBER 2010
CHQ/EFT
EFT8890

DATE
26/11/2010

NAME
WORK CLOBBER

DESCRIPTION
CLOTHING

EFT8891

26/11/2010

VISIMAX

VARIOUS SAFETY ITEMS

EFT8892

26/11/2010

A & P REID CONTRACTING

DIG GRAVE BODDINGTON CEMETERY 28/09/2010

605.00

EFT8893

26/11/2010

NEAT N' TRIM UNIFORMS PTY LTD

UNIFORMS R. THOMSON

308.00

EFT8894

30/11/2010

WESTSCHEME SUPERANNUATION

Superannuation contributions

EFT8895

30/11/2010

WALDOCK SUPER FUND

Payroll deductions

EFT8896
EFT8897

30/11/2010
30/11/2010

Superannuation contributions
Superannuation contributions

314.30
19,932.89

EFT8898
16714
16715
16716
16717
16718
16719
16720
16721
16722
16723
16724
16725
16726
16727
16728
16729
16730
16731
16732
16733
16734

30/11/2010
08/11/2010
08/11/2010
08/11/2010
08/11/2010
16/11/2010
16/11/2010
17/11/2010
17/11/2010
17/11/2010
17/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010

PRIME SUPER
WA LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SUPERANNUATION PLAN
LGRCEU
DR CR ERASMUS
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT
SYNERGY
TELSTRA
DR CR ERASMUS
WESTERN POWER
COMMISSIONER OF STATE REVENUE
DARBY PARK SERVICED RESIDENCES
SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
TELSTRA
ALLAN BASELL
WESTERN POWER
COLIN JOHN HOGG
WESTERN HEARING SERVICES
MANDURAH HAPPY TAPPERS
HARRY ENGLISH
W & P ALLISON
BRIAN ROBERT HOWARTH
C & K CANT
STATE LAW PUBLISHER
TELSTRA

Payroll deductions
CLAIM FOR CONSULTATION J. COOPER 10/09/2010
RETAIN PLATES 0BT FOR TRADE-IN
VARIOUS ELECTRICITY 20/08/10 - 19/10/10 NOV 2010
VARIOUS MOBILE PHONE CHARGES NOV 2010
LEVEL C CONSULT C. CALDWELL 03/11/2010 FIRST & FINAL W/COMP NOV 2010
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY TO LOT500 HOTHAM AVE AS PER QUOTE
REFUND PENSION REBATES 2009 INCORRECT REBATE FOR 2010
ACCOMMODATION & MEALS L. TINK EXCEL TRAINING 09-10/11/2
REIMBURSE T. PEARSON COLES EXPRESS FUEL DSP BT089 08/11/2010
PHONE CHARGES SES TO 28/10/2010
TIDY TOWNS AWARD WINNER NOV 2010
QUOTE TO CONNECT POWER LESS DESIGN FEE FOR 87 ASSAY TCE
TIDY TOWNS AWARD WINNER NOV 2010
A 5B SUB FULL AUDIO (WORKCOVER) JAMES DOUTHWAITE 05/11/2010
PERFORMANCE FOR SENOIRS DAY CELEBRATIONS
TIDY TOWNS AWARD WINNER NOV 2010
TIDY TOWNS AWARD WINNER NOV 2010
TIDY TOWNS AWARD WINNER NOV 2010
TIDY TOWNS AWARD WINNER NOV 2010
SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL 2011 CLINET#317700 NOV 2010
VARIOUS PHONE CHARGES TO 01/11/2010

69.60
122.10
41.50
16,227.05
555.81
159.75
22,576.00
24,925.72
436.00
138.10
497.91
100.00
23,829.00
100.00
204.05
250.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
1,010.00
1,448.83
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AMOUNT
348.00
24.95

316.88
2,671.72
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Attachments 8.5.1A
LIST OF PAYMENTS NOVEMBER 2010
CHQ/EFT
16735
81110
161110
261110
261110

DATE
30/11/2010
08/11/2010
16/11/2010
26/11/2010
26/11/2010

NAME
SHIRE OF BODDINGTON
NAB BUSINESS VISA
NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK
NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK
WA TREASURY CORP

DESCRIPTION
Payroll deductions
VARIOUS CREDIT CARD PURCHASES OCT 2010
REPAYMENT LOAN 77 PRINCIPLE NOV 2010
REPAYMENT LOAN 81 PRINCIPLE NOV 2010
REPAYMENT LOAN 97 INTEREST NOV 2010
TOTAL MUNICIPAL
TOTAL PAYMENTS

Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of the Shire of Boddington held on
th
Tuesday 14 December 2010

AMOUNT
350.00
433.10
4,308.05
4,829.39
26,955.93
878,475.18
880,575.18
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Forward Capital Works Plan 2010/11 – 2014/15 – Country Local Government
Funds

8.5.2

File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Attachments:

ADM0379
Nil
th
8 December 2010
Carmel Martin
8.5.2A Draft Forward Capital Works Plan 2010/11 – 2014/15 (separate)

Summary
That Council consider the draft Forward Capital Works Plan 2010/11 – 2014/15.
Background
The Country Local Government Funds (CLGF) made available to the Shire of Boddington
under the Royalties for Regions of $315,900 in 2009/10 were deferred to 2010/11. Council‘s
2010/11 Budget set aside these funds for the new Medical Centre project.
Comment
The Department of Regional Development and Lands (RDL) require that for the 2010/11
CLGF funds to be available to local governments local government must satisfy the following
requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

That 2008-09 CLGF funds are acquitted;
That Councils complete a Forward Capital Works Plan for 2010/11 – 2014/15 that is
submitted to RDL for approval;
The Plan identifies a preferred project(s) to receive funding from the CLGF; and
The funding cannot be for a project that has commenced, or funding cannot be
retrospective.

Local governments have received $35,000 towards establishing a Forward Capital Works
Plan. The deadline to have the Plan submitted to RDL is 31st December 2010. We have
utilised the services of the Shire of Murray who were proactive and already had their Plan in
place, and they have worked together with us to establish a suitable Plan to submit to the
Department.
A Draft Forward Capital Works Plan is included at Attachment 8.5.2A. This plan, for ease of
reproduction is included separately at this time.
Strategic Implications - Nil
Statutory Environment - Nil
Policy Implications - Nil
Financial Implications
Council‘s 2010/11 Budget set aside the $315,900 CLGF funds to be utilised towards the new
Medical Centre. As RDL requirements have changed, projects that have commenced
construction and have contracts in place will be ineligible. This has resulted in the Medical
Centre project being ineligible.
As a result a loan will now need to be drawn down for the Medical Centre, but at this stage
final figures are not known and a further item to Council will be provided at that time.
Ineligible projects included in Council‘s 2010/11 budget are as follows:

Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of the Shire of Boddington held on
th
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Project
Medical Centre
Child Care Centre
Recreation Centre
Prussian
Park
Upgrade

Reason Ineligible
Project is almost at completion and contracts finalised
Project is almost at completion and contracts finalised.
Funding sourced for initial works of design and plans
Lower priority project – funding sourced from Public Open Space
Reserve.

The recommended projects to utilise the CLGF funds is:
1.

The Retirement Village project, towards the construction of 2 units. Council initially
has to draw down loans to fund this project. While this his project is of a lower priority,
with an identified funding source for construction of the initial units, while change the
status of the project could change to be high.

2.

The Administration Centre is a project that has not commenced but was identified to
commence in 2011/12 once a suitable site was identified for the new building. Social
Infrastructure funding of $1.5 million towards this project is identified, but the balance
of the funds for this project would be from loan proceeds. If the Retirement Village
project was is not selected by RDL, then this project takes on a higher priority and
CLGF funds would be made available.

Economic Implications - Nil
Social Implications - Nil
Environmental Considerations - Nil
Consultation
Julie Brown, Manager Risk and Asset Sustainability from the Shire of Murray.
Options
Council can:
1.

adopt the Officer‘s Recommendation.

2.

adopt an amended Forward Capital Works Plan 2010/11 – 2014/15

Voting Requirements - Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.5.2
Council Resolution

203/10

Moved

Cr Veitch

That Council:
1.

adopt the draft Forward Capital Works Plan 2010/11 – 2014/15 included at
Attachment 8.5.2A (provided separately to Councillors);

2.

submit the Retirement Village project as the highest ranking preferred project to receive
100% of the 2010/11 CLGF funds of $315,900; and

3.

submit the Administration Centre project as the second ranking preferred project for
the 2010/11 CLGF Funds of $315,900.

Seconded

Cr Hardie

Carried

6/0

Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of the Shire of Boddington held on
th
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Extension of Lease – Boddington Old School

8.5.3

Applicant:
File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Attachments:

Boddington Old School
ADM0420
Nil
th
8 December 2010
Carmel Martin
8.5.3A Extension of Lease

Summary
Council, is to consider the Extension of Lease between the Shire of Boddington and
the Boddington Community Resource Centre Inc.
Background
Council has approved the Lease between the Shire of Boddington and the Boddington Old
School for the period 1st July 2009 to 30th June 2010.
Clause 9 of Schedule 1 of the Lease allowed for a further two year term commencing on 1 st
July 2010 and ending on 30th June 2012.
The Tenant wrote to Council seeking an extension of the lease within the requisite
timeframe, which was granted by Council. The Minister for Land, who is a signatory to the
Lease, however requires a formal Extension of Lease in this matter.
Comment
An Extension of Lease has been prepared by Lawfield on Council‘s behalf, which takes into
account:
1.
2.

The granting of an extension of term from 1st July 2010 and ending on 30th June 2012;
and
The change of name of the Tenant to ―Boddington Community Resource Centre Inc.‖.

Strategic Implications - Nil
Statutory Environment - Nil
Policy Implications - Nil
Financial Implications
There is no financial burden on Council. The Tenant is required to pay for the costs involved
in this matter.
Economic Implications - Nil
Social Implications - Nil
Environmental Considerations - Nil
Consultation
Lawfield, Council‘s legal advisers.
Options
Council can adopt the Officer‘s Recommendation or not.
Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of the Shire of Boddington held on
th
Tuesday 14 December 2010
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Voting Requirements - Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.5.3
Council Resolution

204/10

Moved

Cr Hardie

That Council:
1.

adopt Attachment 8.5.3A Extension of Lease between the Shire of Boddington and
Boddington Community Resource Centre Inc.; and

2.

authorise the President and Chief Executive Officer to execute the Deed under
Common Seal.

Seconded

Cr Veitch

Carried

6/0

Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of the Shire of Boddington held on
th
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Attachment 8.5.3A
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8.6

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER:

8.6.2

Robins Road Closure

File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:

ADM 0095/ RN 13
Nil
th
9 December 2010
Gary Sherry

Summary
Council is to review the proposed closure of Robins Road on 12th January 2011.
Background
As part of the process of purchasing land in October 1999 from the Worsley Joint Venturers
(WJV) on which Council would construct a new waste disposal site, Council resolved:
That Council agrees in principle with the draft Deed of Sale and requests Worsley Alumina to
have a new deed drawn up with the required changes and authorises the Shire President
(and Chief Executive Officer if required) to sign the Deed of Sale.
Clauses 12.1 and 12.2 of the Deed of Sale includes:
12

Access road

12.1 If the Vendor gives notice to the Purchaser that it wishes to close the public road
(identified in the plan contained in schedule 1) for a period required for the purpose of
the Vendor‘s mining operations, the Purchaser must do all acts, matters and things
necessary on its part to effect the closure of the road for such period.
12.2 The Purchaser must use its best endeavours to expedite the closure of the access
road in accordance with clause 12.1.
Council received a request in February 2008 to temporarily close a section of Robins Road
from Council‘s Work Disposal site south to Bannister Marradong Road. This closure was to
allow Bauxite Mining of the Marradong Timber Reserve.
Council subsequently resolved at their Ordinary Meeting held on 5 August 2008 in the
following manner.
That Council temporarily close Robins Road from the intersection of the Robins Road
and Bannister Marradong Road north to the access road from the Shire of
Boddington‘s Waste Disposal Site from 30 April 2009 until 31 December 2018 for the
purpose of allowing safe access for Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd to their Bauxite deposit in
the area.
Council then received advice from BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina (BHPBWA) that the closure
of Robins Road is now not required until 2 January 2011. This delay fitted better with an
amended project timetable of the BHPBWA Marradong Expansion Project. Council resolved
at their 7th April 2010 meeting:
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That Council:
1.

not temporarily close Robins Road from 30 April 2009 until 31 December 2018; and

2.

will consider temporarily closing Robins Road from 2 January 2011 for ten years in
consultation with BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina and local landowners.

In the interim period Council has closed Robins Road on a number of occasions, for several
days at a time, to allow safe timber harvesting along the route of the future haul roads and
mine infrastructure.
Council has also resolved to improve Ashcroft Road and has issued an order to complete a
survey layout of the road boundary to assess what improvements could be contemplated.
Comment
Council is to now formally consider the temporary closing of Robins Road from 12 th January
2011 until 31st December 2018. The section of Robins Road the BHPBWA wish to have
Council close is from south of the Council waste disposal site, through the Marradong
Timber Reserve to Bannister Marradong Road.
This procedure for consideration by Council should have been commenced earlier but was
overlooked by myself.
Council will provide local public notice of the proposed closure until Friday 7th January 2011.
Council does not have a prescribed time for public notice to temporarily close a road for
greater than four weeks. While this suggested period of public notice is shorter than normal
Council has extensively consulted with the community and landowners in the past, including
resolving to close the road in April 2009.
Public Consultation
While there has not been any recent consultation with landowners along Morts Road,
Shepherds Turn and Ashcroft Road regarding the temporary closure, a number of other
temporary road closures have been completed for timber harvesting without incident or
response.
Statutory Environment
Local Government Act 1995
3.50. Closing certain thoroughfares to vehicles
(1)

A local government may close any thoroughfare that it manages to the passage of
vehicles, wholly or partially, for a period not exceeding 4 weeks.

(1a) A local government may, by local public notice, order that a thoroughfare that it
manages is wholly or partially closed to the passage of vehicles for a period exceeding
4 weeks.
(2)

The order may limit the closure to vehicles of any class, to particular times, or to such
other case or class of case as may be specified in the order and may contain
exceptions.

[(3)

repealed]
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(4)

Before it makes an order wholly or partially closing a thoroughfare to the passage of
vehicles for a period exceeding 4 weeks or continuing the closure of a thoroughfare,
the local government is to —
(a)

give local public notice of the proposed order giving details of the proposal,
including the location of the thoroughfare and where, when, and why it would be
closed, and inviting submissions from any person who wishes to make a
submission;

(b)

give written notice to each person who —
(i)
is prescribed for the purposes of this section; or
(ii) owns land that is prescribed for the purposes of this section; and

(c)

allow a reasonable time for submissions to be made and consider any
submissions made.

(5)

The local government is to send to the Commissioner of Main Roads appointed under
the Main Roads Act 1930 a copy of the contents of the notice required by
subsection (4)(a).

(6)

An order under this section has effect according to its terms, but may be revoked by
the local government, or by the Minister, by order of which local public notice is given.

[(7)

repealed]

(8)

If, under subsection (1), a thoroughfare is closed without giving local public notice, the
local government is to give local public notice of the closure as soon as practicable
after the thoroughfare is closed

.
(9)

The requirement in subsection (8) ceases to apply if the thoroughfare is reopened.

3.50A. Partial closure of thoroughfare for repairs or maintenance
Despite section 3.50, a local government may partially and temporarily close a thoroughfare,
without giving local public notice, if the closure —
(a) is for the purpose of carrying out repairs or maintenance; and
(b) is unlikely to have a significant adverse effect on users of the thoroughfare.
3.51.

Affected owners to be notified of certain proposals

(1)

In this section —
―person having an interest‖, in relation to doing anything, means a person who —
(a) is the owner of the land in respect of which that thing is done, or any land that is
likely to be adversely affected by doing that thing;
(b) is shown on the title to any of the land mentioned in paragraph (a) as holding an
interest in any of that land; or
(c) is prescribed for the purposes of this section.

(2)

This section applies to —
(a) fixing or altering the level of, or the alignment of, a public thoroughfare; or
(b) draining water from a public thoroughfare or other public place onto adjoining
land.
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(3)

Before doing anything to which this section applies, a local government is to —
(a) give notice of what is proposed to be done giving details of the proposal and
inviting submissions from any person who wishes to make a submission; and
(b) allow a reasonable time for submissions to be made and consider any
submissions made.

(4)

The notice is to be given —
(a) in writing to each person having an interest; and
(b) if any land is likely to be adversely affected by the doing of the thing, by local
public notice.

Council has delegated authority to the Chief Executive Officer to close roads for less than 14
days.
Policy Implications – Nil
Financial Implications
Council will seek support from BHPBWA to complete any upgrade of Ashcroft Road that
Council believes is necessary in consultation with BHPBWA and local land owners.
Economic Implications
BHPBWA‘s operations have a significant positive effect on the economy of the Shire of
Boddington.
Social Implications
The BHPBWA Marradong operation will mine very close to the townsite of Boddington.
While this mining may have noise and dust impacts on Boddington residents. With the
operations so close to town, having safe interaction between mining and community
activities is a very high priority for residents, BHPBWA and Council. Temporally closing
Robins Road will achieve this.
Environmental Considerations
Any improving the standard of Ashcroft Road will involve clearing of native vegetation and
submission of a clearing permit.
Strategic Implications
The closure of the road will allow BHPBWA‘s mining operations uninterrupted access to the
bauxite deposit in the Marradong Timber Reserve from their operation site to be constructed
further east. This will be of considerable advantage to the BHPBWA.
Options
Council to accept Officers‘ Recommendation or Not.
Voting Requirement
Simple Majority.
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OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 8.6.2
Council Resolution

208/10

Moved

Cr Hardie

That Council:
1.

propose to close Robins from the intersection of the Robins Road and Bannister
Marradong Road north to the access road from the Shire of Boddington‟s Waste
Disposal Site from 12th January 2011 until 31st December 2018 for the purpose of
allowing safe access for Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd to their Bauxite deposit in the
Marradong Timber Reserve and other nearby areas; and

2.

seek public submissions on the proposal until Friday 7th January 2011.

Seconded

9

Cr Veitch

Carried

6/0

ELECTED MEMBERS’ MOTIONS OF WHICH PREVIOUS
NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN:

Nil

10

URGENT BUSINESS WITHOUT NOTICE (WITH THE
APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT OR MEETING):

Nil at this time.
Mr Sherry declared a Financial Interest in Item 11.1.1 in that he is the employee whose
contract is under consideration and left the Chamber at 7.22pm.
Mr Brown, Ms Martin, Mr Pearson, Mr Haas, Mrs Caldwell Mr Pucar, Mrs Pucar, and Mr
Crilly left Chambers at 7.22pm.
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11

CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS:

11.1.1

Chief Executive Officer - Employment Contract

File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:

Personnel
Direct Financial Interest in that the Author is the Chief Executive Officer
th
7 December 2010
Gary Sherry

Summary
Council is to consider finalising discussions with the Chief Executive Officer over the
renewal of a new employment contract.
Background
The Shire of Boddington employed Mr Gary Sherry as the Chief Executive Officer of the
Shire of Boddington in November 2007.
Mr Sherry was employed on a three year employment Contract, commencing on the 29th day
of January 2008 and expiring on the 29th day of January 2011.
Under clause 5 of Mr Sherry‘s employment contract there was no compulsion on either the
Council or the CEO to agree to a new Contract. Under this clause Council and/or the CEO
were to initiate discussions not later than 12 months prior to the expiry of the Term for the
parties to enter into a new Contract for a further term with the Council making a decision to
finalise those discussions not later than 9 months prior to the expiry of the term of this
Contract.
At the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 23rd February 2010, Council considered this
matter and resolved in the following manner:
That Council appoint:
1.
2.
3.

Shire President Cr Paul Carrotts;
Councilor Day
Councilor Patten

as a delegation of Council to initiate discussions with the Chief Executive Officer to consider
Council and the Chief Executive Officer entering into a new employment contract for a
further term with the Council.
The Shire President Cr Paul Carrotts, Councillor Day, Councillor Patten and the Chief
Executive Officer met to discuss a new employment contract on Tuesday 4th May 2010 at
the Council Chambers.
The meeting reviewed a slightly amended Model Contact of Employment prepared by then
Department of Local Government and Regional Development, WALGA and the Local
Government Managers Association.
At the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 18th May 2010, Council further considered this
matter and resolved in the following manner:
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That Council agree to enter into Employment Contract with the Chief Executive Officer,
included at Attachment 11.3 that commences on 30 January 2011 and expires on 29th
January 2016 with the amendments that:
1.

Council and the Chief Executive Officer will conduct a performance and salary review
in January 2011 that will set the final Salary Package for the employment contract;

2.

In clause 14.2 Termination by CEO the words ―three months‖ be replaced by ―six
weeks‖; and

3.

Council and the Chief Executive Officer will review any new Model Contracts Of
Employment released by the Department of Local Government, WALGA and the Local
Government Mangers Australia prior to the commencement of this contract, to
establish if there is any advantages in adopting such a contract.

The amendments included in the Draft Employment Contract adopted by Council that
differed from the Model Employment Contract included:


All references to dates. The proposed term of the contract at Clause 4 is for a five
year contract expiring on 29th day of January 2016;



At Clause 10 reference to the Employee‘s Code of Conduct is included. Council has
separate Codes of Conduct for Elected Members and staff;



the current salary and salary package details are included at Clause 12. Clause 12.2
details the salary package, Clause 12.3 identifies the standard of vehicle provided by
the contract and Clause 12.4 the standard superannuation contribution of Council.
Clause 12.7 Relocation expenses was removed and replaced by a Clause identifying
the provision of staff housing.



Clause 14 Termination of Employment is amended to extend the notice period for
termination by Council to 12 Months. The current notice period for the CEO remains at
three months, but the Officer would agree to a shorter period.

Subsequent to the decision of Council in May 2010, the new Model Contracts of
Employment that was to be released by the Department of Local Government, WALGA and
the Local Government Mangers Australia have not materialised. The Department of Local
Government subsequently withdrew from the discussions about a new contract, citing
conflict of interest concerns. Discussions with WALGA and the LGMA then stalled, with
WALGA currently using their Workplace Solutions business unit to prepare contracts for
clients for a fee. The LGMA have only just completed a new model contract.
Comment
The updated Draft Contract included at Attachment 11.1.1is essentially the same as Council
agreed to May 2010 with changes to identify and quantify existing benefits of the Chief
Executive Officer. The changes are included in a different colour in Attachment 11.1.1.
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The Chief Executive Officer has submitted an ambit claim for a salary package to be
considered as part of the new employment contract. The basis of this package is detailed
below, with a comparison from the current CEO‘s salary package.
Employee
Position
Basis of Employment
Date Commenced
Component
Salary
Allowances
Total Salary
Superannuation
Superannuation
Electricity Allowance (50% of Costs)
Uniform Allowance
Communications-Internet
Communications-Mobile Telephone
LGMA Membership
LGMA Conference
Private Use of Vehicle
Subsidised Housing (Assumes rent of
$266 per week less Employee
contribution of $110)
Subsidised Housing (Assumes rent of
$410 per week less Employee
contribution of $110)
Total Package
Change

9%
6%
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Gary Sherry
Chief Executive Officer
Contract Staff - 3 Year Contract
29 January 2008
2011/12
2010/11
Claim
112,500
120,500
112,500
120,500
10,125
9%
10,845
6,750
6%
7,230
1,500
Yes
1,500
750
Yes
750
750
Yes
750
800
Yes
800
Yes
430
2,500
Yes
2,500
16,670
Yes
16,670

No

8,112

No

No

-

Yes

15,600

10.67%

177,575
17,118

160,457

The amended Draft Employment Contract included at Attachment 11.1 has included the
CEO‘s ambit claim with new or amended clauses in red.
Strategic Implications
The employment of the Chief Executive Officer is the only employment decision of Council
and the decision on the appointment of the Chief Executive Officer is a key decision for the
implementation of Council‘s strategic goals.
Statutory Environment
Current Employment Contract – Shire of Boddington and Gary Sherry.
4.
Term Of Employment
Subject to the terms and conditions contained in this contract, the Local Government will
employ the CEO for a term of 3 (three) years commencing on the 29th day of January 2008
and expiring on the 29th day of January 2011.
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Policy Implications - Nil
Financial Implications
The financial implications of any the ambit claim made by the Chief Executive Officer is
outlined above.
Economic Implications - Nil
Social Implications - Nil
Environmental Considerations - Nil
Consultation - Nil
Options
Council can:
1.
2.

Adopt the Officers Recommendation; or
Resolve to discuss with the Chief Executive Officer any additional amendments to the
Employment Contract with the Employment Contract to be agreed by Council at a later
date.

Voting Requirements - Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION – ITEM 11.1.1
Council Resolution

209/10

Moved

Cr Veitch

That Council agree to enter into Employment Contract, included at Attachment 11.1.1, with
the Chief Executive Officer.
Seconded

Cr Hardie

Carried

6/0
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12

CLOSURE OF MEETING:

With no further business to discuss the Shire President, Cr Carrotts, closed the meeting at
7.41pm.

These minutes were confirmed by the Council as a true and accurate record at the Ordinary
Council Meeting held on Tuesday 11th January 2011

……………………………………
P. R. Carrotts
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